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SILVER CITY, X. M., WEDNESDAY,

GOV. PRINCE
An

ov.

ON

SILVER.

Interesting
Speechon
Financial Question.
-

Prince Opens tli
Discussion
Silver lit the TrmiKiiilKKisslppl
Congress.

the

York bolfrd of trade; had served as chief Justice and as governor of a western territory,
and was connected with various western bodies, commercial, scientific and literary, including the past presidency of the Transmls-sisslpcongress.
Governor I'rincethcn pointed out how the
western people look upon those of t he east as
their enemies, and that the sole Idea of eastern capitalists was thought to be a wicked
desire to ruin their poorer brethren of the
west. On the other hand. It was not unusual
to hear eastern men scak of those of the
west as "Inflationists." as "cheap money
men." as absolutely dishonest and as "wanting to get a dollar for 30 cents." Hut all this
was reciprocal slander. As a rule, men of
larth sections were honest In their money
Ideas. The western man, as a rule, was a
because lie hears the subject con
stantly discussed and has given it careful
study. The eastern man was a monometal- llst, usa rule, because lie has simply been so
situated that he has given no attention to
the financial questions involved in demonetization, but has seen nothing but gold views
in the Journals lie reads and takes It for
granted that they are correct. Hut the
eastern monometalllst was not the depraved
creature he Is thought to lie. The governor
declared that the generally intelligent eastern community was ignorant of the questions
involved in demonetization, but, as a rule,
the western community was enlightened on
the subject.
pl

on

At the TraiiHmississippi congress, last
week, at St. Louis, L. Bradford Prince
spoke for an hour and a lmlf on the silver question. The speed is too long to
he reproduced in these columns, but the
following is the substance of it:
"The subject of a single or a (loul)lu standard for money vtilm
f monometallism or
biniutalllsm-- is
attracting moro attention
the world over today than any other. It affects every human being living In civilized
countries, because It necessarily controls all
values -- of land, of products, of Industry and
of labor on the one hand; of money, uiul
hence of capital. Interest and fixed Incomes,
on the other.
"The chief difficulty In Its discussion In the
fulled States has
that it has taken a
sectional turn, and that the people of the two
sections so misunderstand each other on the
subject that any fair discussion Is almost impossible. That t he west, which Is the producer of the great staples, with Its wealth in the
form of commodit ies, and owing large debts
payable In dollars, should desire the money
basis to retain the double standard existing
through all history; and t hut Kugllsh and
(ierman bankers, the great creditors of the
world, receiving their interest In money,
should desire a contracted financial basis. Is
IM'i'fectly natural. It was to la1 expected
that those of our people in the east who are
under foreign control, and others of the creditor class selHslily Interested in the increase
In the value of money, would unite with tin)
foreign bankers In their single standard
method of contraction; but the misfortune Is
that tin; great body of Americans east of tin.'
Mississippi, really patrlotlcat heartand anxious for national prosperity, should have
given so little attention to the subject as to
Imagine their interests also to 1st different
from those of their western brethren. Hence
has arisen the misunderstanding to which I
have referred."
Governor I'rlnce then alluded to St. Louis
as lielng a good place for a fair discussion of
the money question, for it was the central
city of the country, midway between t lie east
and west, and here was a favorable place to
do somet ni n toward a reconciliation of sectional views, or. at least, a partial clearing
of
away of prejudices, on account
an almost equal connection with each section.
To show that lie understood the sentiment
lKith In the east and the west. Coventor
1'rlnce remarked that lie had served seven
years In the New York legislature ; was
t wice honored by votes of thanks of the New
York chamber of commerce, and was still
holding an honorary membership In the New
la-e-
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"What we should lay special stress upon,
then," said the governor, "is the educational
idea. We can never expect justice to the
producer and a restoration of national prosperity until we have the aid of our eastern
brethren In undoing the pernicious legislation of IS?) and giving us again the bimetallism which Is the only safeguard of stability
in property values and protector of the
rights of labor; and we cannot have that cooperation until they have become informed
us to the question at Issue so astoact Intelligently.
"In the first place let us remind our eastern friends that blniclalllsts are not asking
for anything new, or unusual, or untried.
On the contrary, the Joint use of gold and
silver as measures of value and mediums of
exchange In other words, as money has
lieen the universal custom of the world since
the birth of civilization. Coming down to
our times, the free and unlimited coinage of
these two metals was the heritage of the
American people, us it was enacted 'In England In Um. In the reign of ('liarles II. and
1, in 1'IIS and cout tinted
again under George
until long after the revolution.
"When the const It tit Ion was framed It specially mentioned gold and sliver equally as
the only proper measures of value, prohibiting the states from making anything lint
them a tender In payment of debts."
The
traced the history of our
nioney on down to the demonetization act of
187:1, which,
lie declared, was passed by
stealth, absolutely without the knowledge of
the American people and, us appears, without
the knowledge of any member of congress
with the osslhle exception of three. The
r

I'll ICE

5 CENTS

title of the act gave no suggestion of Its object. It was understood by all that the bill
which passed was simply a revision of the
mint laws, and very little at tentlon was given
to It. When It was discovered some time
afterward that by thu omission of the standard sliver dollar from the act silver had
been demonetized, the country was amazed.
Now all that blmetalllsts contend for is that
this act, thus secretly and fraudulently
passed without knowledge by legislators of
the people and which no one will even yet defend, should be repealed."
Continuing, Governor 1'rlnce said:
"England is a creditor nation to t he extent
of ubout ten billion dollars. Site holds the
securities of of tier bonds to that extent and
In Indraws from them each year
terest. The best computation shows that we
alone are paying her $!tX,0(K),oiH) a year in
Interest more than half a million a day!
Every Increase in the value of a dollar,
therefore, enormously enlarges her Income.
Hy demonetizing one of the two money metals, thu remaining nioney In the world rein volume would rapidly Induced
crease in purchasing power. This was perfectly easy to foresee. Her nioney lenders
wished contraction in order to Increase the
value of their investments, principal and Interest. The demonetization of one of t he two
precious metals was the easiest way to accomplish this. They did not care which
metal It was the result would Im the same.
For some years they formed the plan to de- monetise gota, ano nevaner aim oiners
earnestly advocated that course. Rut that
did not succeed and then they attacked sliver. Here they achieved success by the
secret passage of the act of Is?.' In the I'nlted
States. Ilinietalllsts simply ask that thlsact
lie repealed, and that the law of free coinage
lie restored as It had always been lx'fnrc.
Monometalllsts resist Ibis. That Is the
one-ha- lf

whole Issue.

"I submit that It is the mimometaliists who
are Insisting on a change from tint universal
custom and asking It through a perpetuation
of an acknowledged fraud. They should be
on the defensive, for the burden of proof of
good results is on them."
The speaker said that It was a misrepresentation to say that the biinetalllsfs of the
west were only "a lot of silver miners who
want to get a dollar for St) cents worth of silver." Of course, the silver mining district
was much utTcctcd, but Hie silver miners
were so small in number as compared to the
vast body of the people a fleeted by the evils
of contraction that they need scarcely be
considered as a factor. If there was not an
ounce of silver produced In the TnlLed States
the question of bimetallism would be unchanged.
SII.VKIt ANO WIIKAT.

"The total annual product of silver lias
never reacded tU).l):)l),ll(X) ounces." said the
"la lstti It was s,oiK),()iH); last year
It was considerably less; while the product of
wheat averages about .jOU.OOUOtN) bushels. The
average price of wheat in 1ST!) was jl.2!l, while
today It is selling at your exchange at M
cents, after paying freight to St. Louis. The
loss to the producer of silver through demonetization was never In any year overfci!.- -
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000,000, whllb the loss from the same cuuse to
the producer of wheat was over $250,000,000.
In the same way every producer has suffered.
"When tho facts are presented to the
lie immediately answers that the
loss In value Is the result of .over production
or of Improved machinery. But the Improved machinery, with scarcely an exception, was In operation before 1873, and the
constant fall In prices continues just tho
same from year to year m at the beginning
of the 80 years' period. Wheat and cotton
have never within tho century been as low as
they are today.
"And If we examine as to the theory of
over production wo will find that the facts
are against It. All together It is calculated
that if the aggregate of agricultural products
raised In MM could be sold for tho bimetallic
price of 1873, the gain to the farming community would bo nearly or quite $1,500,000.0!)0. In
other words they have lost that vast amount
on the crops of a single year through tho demonetization of silver and consequent rise in
tho value of the remaining money.
."Vet silver luis not decreased In money
value more than other products of Industry.
It has, of coursu, felt tho general effect of the
rise In the value of gold money, but has kept
on a par with other staple articles. An ounce
of silver will buy as much wheat, or com, or
hay, or oats, or wool, or cotton as It would before tho act of 1873. Every commodity lias
been reduced In Its money value since tho
single gold standard was established, and
money began to Increase In value. Today,
according to bast authorities, money has
risen t; abmt Hi, calling It pir in 1873. Of
course, tills correspondingly reduces tho
price of everything else when compared witli
mono-metalll- st

It.

'
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congress had afterwards enacted that a bushel should contain 04 quarts Instead of 33, and
that all old contracts should be paid In the
new enlarged bushel.
"With each dollar now worth $1.47, the taxpayer has to meet tho Increased burden required to procuro these unjustly enlarged
dollars. A large proportion of our taxation
Is not the result of current expense, but of
these 'fixed charges' required for paying the
Interest on public debts, and whatever may
bo the decreased price of all commodities In
money, the number of dollars required to
meet theso 'fixed charges' Is not lcsseneU. So
again, our railroads owe enormous amounts
In bonds, and Interest thereon is often the
largest Item in calculating their expenses.
It is payable In money, and money at its
greatly increased valuo must be had in order
to liquidate It. The rates of faro. and freight
must lie made such as to meet these charges.
Ho. everyone who travels or receives commodities by rail Is forced, without his consent and without any fault or neglect on his
part, to pay part of tho extra 47 per cent,
added to every dollar of railroad Interest.
"Calling tho amount of interest paid by this
country to England each year $300.000,000, the
added cost to our people Is $01.000,000 In our
commodities, for which we have to toll just
that much added each year to tho burden on
American labor, without any return, Is the
price on that one account for the theoretical
benefit of a single gold standard.
"We hear a good deal aliout honest money,
and mi honest dollar. Let us see about this;
Here is a dollar which has Increased since
1873 and Is still regularly Increasing In value
2.4 per cent, each year.
If It would buy 10
pounds of any commodity ten years ago, It
will buy 12.4 pounds today. If a mun borrowed $100 ten years ago ho has to pay back
24 per cent, more In value today than on tho
day of tho loan, besides all Interest. The
most Important quality In a measure of valuo
Is stability.
The measure should bo unchangeable. If a person borrows a sum In
1874, he should repay the sum, with the same
purchasing power, In 1801. There Is a manifest Injustice a manifest dishonesty In requiring the mini' who borrowed $100 in 1873,
when it was equivaled to 84 bushels of
wheat, or 550 pounds of cotton, to pay back
$100 which have appreciated to $147 In lKtil,
and equal 300 bushels of wheat or 1.700 pounds
of cotton.

"Hnt tho m.iuomutalllst will suggest that It
m ikes no real dlfferencu t) a country whether the standard of values hi high or low; If It
is high and the seller receives lusj for his
goods, that is equalled by the fact that he
pays correspondingly less for what ho buys.
There would be some force in that argument
if commodities were all affected equally and
simultaneously, and If there were no payments to be made in money itself. Hut there
are vast numbers of contracts and obligations which require the payment of money,
many of them running over long series of
years. All of these are directly affected by
the change in tho value of money. When a
dollar is worth 147 and is Increasing over 3
AS Al'l'l.lKI) TO OTllKIt TIIINI18.
per cent every year, it is easy to see that
"Tho United States constitution provides
great Injustice is dono by requiring compli
ance with such contracts. The only pract ica- that congress shall pass no law Impairing the
obligation of a contract.
Vet congress, by
ble means of; securing Justice to all Is to restore the money basis to Its normal standard Its legislation, has changed every contract In
which a cash payment Is at some time to lie
by the remonetl.atlou of sliver.
made, by Increasing the value of the money
WIIKIIK THK IHtlUIKN KAIXS IIKAVIKST.
which has to lie used. Suppose that congress
"Meanwhile tlu Increased value of money should decreo that each year one Inch should
falls with terrible weight and Injustice iipim be added to a yard measure; everyone would
the debtor classes. The debts being stated In cry out at the dishonesty Involved In requirdollars, and the dollars h iving increased In ing a man who has contracted to furnish 1,000
value and cost, the debts are correspondingly yards of cloth, supposing the yard to lie 3tl
enlarged. The man who borrowed a thousand inches, to fulfill his contract when the
dollars In 1ST,), when money was at par, now length was. 37 or 40 inches, without any
finds that he owosil.OJJ, each of which is worth change In compensation. Yet the annual in1.17 of the dollars he burrowed. As the nomicrease of 2.4 per cent. Is almost exactly an
nal amount Is the same, it is simpler to state Inch on a yard. Had tho yard measure Inthe case In other terms. It requires half as creased exactly as money has since 1870 that
much more of average commodities to purIs, to 147 It would now reach 53 Inches.
chase the one thousand dollars In money now
"So. If congress should enact that a bushel
than it did in 1873. Of some commodities It should Increase In the same ratio, It would
requires almost or quite double. If a farmer now hold 47 quarts, 'and everyone having a
borrowed a hundred and nineteen dollars In contract to deliver potatoes or wheat or
H73 he could repay It with 100 bushels of wheat. apples by the bushel, would be compelled to
To repay It now requires considerably over deliver that Increased quantity. If the same
300 bushels. The measure of value tho dolratio wero extended to weights, the pound
lar has greatly Increased In value, and yet would now weigh 23 ounces.
he Is compelled by law to repay just as many
"A law regarding a simple commodity only
of them as he received before they began to affects that one article, but one, which
rise. It is exactly the same as If he had con- changes the worth of measure of all values
tracted to deliver 10.) bushels of wheat, and nfficts everyt hing which Is lniiight or sold by

Money is the embodiment, in
one measure; of the measures of length, of
capacity and of weight of the yard stick,

that standard.

the bushel and the pound. Congress, by the
demonetization act of 1873, has accomplished
exactly what separate acts providing for the
annual enlargement of each kind of measure
would have done; the only difference Is that
the effect was so concealed that the Indignation of the people was not Immediately
aroused.
"There Is another fallacy that It may be
well to explode by a few facts. Quito frequently we hear the statement that the valuo
of every commodity Is what It costs to produce, and that, consequently, tho rca) value
of silver Is what it costs to extract. .Disregarding for a moment the absurdity of this
proposition In regard to a money metal,
which is a measure of value, let us see what
It would mean If It wero In any sense true
If, for Instance, sliver were simply a commodity. The brilliant author of the statement
usually follows It up by saying. 'And In such
a mine' naming some one of the most famous
producers of the time then In the height of
phenomenal success 'It only costs so many
cents' 30 or 30 or 40, perhaps 'to mine an
ounce of sliver.' Therefore, ho argues, silver
in general is only worth 20 or 30 or 40 cents an
ounce. Such an extraordinary logician is
only fit to bo an early victim of the fool
killer. On the same principle, if a mun found
a nugget of gold weighing Ovo pounds and
carried It home, occupying a day In tho operation, counting Ills time worth $3.50, that
gold would bo worth half a dollar a pound.
"If tho principle had any truth In It, It
would bo tho average cost of production
which would lie tho criterion, not the extreme either of cheapness or expense. As a
matter of fact, both gold and sll.ver taking
the whole production and expense cost moro
to produce than they are worth. The fact is
that except in the cuso of newly discovered
regions the production of the precious metals depends on their value, not their value on
the production. Tho value of money and the
numlier of ounces of a money metal to bo
counted us a given value, are matters of
legislation, not of trade.
"It is worth remarking that so far from a
large supply of one or tho other metal being
mudo to reduce Its value, in a numlier of
cases, where dominant nations looked to
their own Interests, exactly the reverse was
the case. The dominant power raised the
value of the metal of which it had the most
abundant supply, exactly opposite to the
theory of the
men that a large
production requires a diminution In value,
and It will also lie observed that the value
was always fixed by edict and not by natural
auti-sllv-

law.

"Another point

Is

worthy of notice;

so far as Europe Is concerned

It

That

was the

steadfast bimetallism of one single country
France which preserved the stability of
the ratio through seventy years of fluctuation. Including the violent change in relativo
production brought aliout by the gold discoveries in California and Australia. If Trance
could do this
why not tho
United States?
single-hande-

d,

FOll KXAMIM.K.

"The two great articles of food are corn
and wheat. Now let us suppose that a gigantic syndicate bought up all the wheat in the
country and then Induced congress to pass a
law forbidding tho grinding of corn into
meal. What would happen? It is obvious
that tho price of wheat would be immediately enhanced and that would continue to Increase as wheat becanio moro and moro
On
scarce.
tho
hand
other
the
price of corn would go down, tho demand for
It having fallen off.
"This appears to be as near a parallel to
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the congressional action on the silver ques- heritage Tlio natural resources of our
A New Car Coupler.
tion as can ho suggested, excopt that the lat- country should make It 0110 of universal
Lon Munson- has just sent off the pa
ter Is much moro disastrous and
prosperity and happiness. There Is no reaIn Its consequences, because It has son for suffering and want. Its causes are pers to secure a patent on an automatic
enhanced the value, not of a simple commod- purely artificial. By the selfishness of man car coupler. He has been at work on
ity like wheat, but of gold standard money, the good gifts of 1'rovldenco turn to ashes In the invention for more than a year and
which Is the legal measure of value of everyI lio
food is taken from the believes that he has the best automatic
our hands.
thing else.
mouths of the weak and the defenseless.
devised.
"Gold and silver have been the two money
No judgment from on high has been visit car coupler yet
His coupler possesses an advantage
metals from the beginning of civilization. ed upon this people; neither war. nor famine.
Now, suppose a certain syndicate, having In nor pestilence has been suffered to aflllct us. over other devices for the automatic
various ways obtained control of most of the Yet In the midst of physical health the na coupling of cars in that it works as well
gold In tlio world, should be able to In Hue nee tion Is sick. In the midst of wealth there Is
congress to demonetize silver. The result Is poverty, and In a land of plenty there Is suf- on a curve as on straight track. It is
obvious. Gold, the only money metal left, fering and starvation. God grant us all the strong and comparatively simple,though
Increases In value as the burden of the pecu- will and the wisdom to seek the causes of other couplers havelieen patented which
niary business of the world, previously di- these things, and having found them to apply are considerably simpler than the one
vided, falls upon it alone, and silver Its the remedy."
which Mr. Munson has invented.
great use destroyed rapidly falls.
The Ivttiihoe Smelter.
It seems remarkable that, although
"Then, when the owners of sliver ask that
the legislation which caused this condition
The grading is now being done for the railroad men have been looking for a
shall be repealed and the natural use of sil new smelter to be put up at Ivanhoe. It strong, serviceable and simple automatic
ver restored, so that It may recover Its
is expected Unit the plant will be ready car coupler for years, among the thou
proper value, they are met with the cry that
Is
a monstrous and unjust proposition, for operation by the first of March next, sands of couplers patented there is not
this
because everyone can see that sliver is worth The lumber and machinery have lieen one which combines all the points deonly BO cents an ounce, as it Is actually sell ordered and construction will be pushed sired by the master car builders of the
ing for that In the market.
as rapidly as possible. When completed country. A princely fortune awaits the
"And when the great body of the people
who are compelled to pay double value for the smelter will have a daily capacity of man who shall solve the problem and
money, because It Is now confined to gold, 75 tons of ore. It is lielieved that the Mr. Munson is confident that he has inarise and demand that their ancient right to mines in the vicinity of the smelter will vented the coupler which will meet all
coin and use silver bo restored, they are told
tie able to keep it in ore which will pay the requirements.
As soon as letters
that gold Is the only honest money, and that
patent shall have been granted, be will
no one wants silver or 'cheap money' except well to smelt.
selfish silver miners.
The work is being done under the di endeavor to get his invention before the
"What does free coinage mean' It means rection of S. G. P.retherton who is thor- - railroad men of the country.
the system which was established at the
oughly acquainted with the mineral refoundation of our government, which provUl
Mogollón is to have a bakery. Up to
ed that everyone having gold or silver could sources of the country in the vicinity of
time the residents of that camp
this
of
the
take It to the mint and have it melted and Ivanhoe. After the completion
stamped as coin. If there were limitations as smelter there will be a large number of have done their baking in stoves and
to the amount or place of origin, there would
is a baker's oven
of men employed at the smelter and in ranges, but now there
constantly lie contentions, and we should
getting
ore. Ivanhoe bids in process of construction and the new
out
mines
the
have two classes of sliver, entirely different1
fair to be a very busy camp next spring. bakery will soon be in full blast.
in value, coined and uncoined.
is
"The whole principle underlying the stable
There is some talk of starting up the Charles Brakebill the proprietor.
and unvarying value of the precious metals
James Corbin is making some improvesmelter at the Flagler works below town.
as measures of commercial exchange, reParties are now figuring on the proposi ments on his place lietween Main and
quires an absolutely free and unlimited cointion and appear to be confident that the Billiard streets. lie has just completed
age at a fixed ratio.
smelter will be in operation soon. It is a modest little dwelling and is getting
WHAT WK NKKI),
proposed to get ore trotn Lone mountain, his garden in shaiie for next summer's
Hald mountain and Pinos Altos.
watermelon crop.
"The need of tlio hour Is such an awakening of interest in tills question In the east as
The territorial legislature will convene
The vote of the territory at the last
will cause Inquiry and Investigation and in- on the last day of this month at Santa election will be canvassed by the secredependence of thought. We are one nation,
tary of the territory tomorrow.
Fe.
. our Interests are Identical ; that which affects
one section affects all; and In this matter the
conditions are practically the same, east and
FAi
CMENDP80MC0.T00r I PRIZE AT WORLDS
west, north and south. The ideas studiously
Inculcated In the east that this is a western
matterand one In which the sliver producing
states are principally Interested, Is utterly
have endeavored to show.
deceptive, as
The fanner of New York or Ohio is interested
precisely as Is Ills brother In Iowa or Kansas.
)
XSfcV
V- -, I
7
f
'IS
V
The man who owes a mortgage in Massachu-setts feels the Increasing pressure of the
I HENDERSONS
obligation as strongly as Ills fellow debtor of
WTW
rTNA !lr-N- l
T
a m
Missouri or Dakota. The Increasing number
"JHOUSE
SHOES
IITUE
REQSCHOOjn
SMb
jHOUSt
of foreclosures, the lengthened list of sales
for unpaid taxes, the armies of the underpaid
-and unemployed, tell the same story everywhere.
"On theory It was easy tosay what the results of demonetization must be; actual experience Is showing what they are. A steady
decrease In all property values and a steady
Increase In the burden of all fixed charges,
can bring hut one result. The cry of the suffering goes up to heaven. The most despairing and the most touching of their prayers
are never heard on earth, for they como from
those who suffer in silence. The aggregate of
human misery caused by this grinding of the
tipier and the nether millstones Is a thing to
make angels weep. We live in tlio most fav
ored of all lands. God has given us a goodly
-

.
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PERSONAL PALAVER.
Mention

of People You

Do and

Do

Not Know.
Other Interesting Mutter Which Can He
Rend With Profit lty All Our
Townspeople.

Frank Reno wan over from Pyramid
last week.
If you want a Parlor stove go to

Rob-nson'- s.

J. L. Coryell returned to Denting last
Thursday morning.
Don't read our neighbor's paper but
subscribe for The Eaolk.
L. C. Parker and wife have returned
from California.
Christmas goods are coming in every
dav at the Postolliee Store.
1!. T. Link.
Duke FitzSiinmons was in from
last Monday.
Xinas goods are arriving at Porter-field'-

s.

P. Allen was in from Walnut creek
last week.
Elegant Toilet Sets at W. L. Jackson
& Co's.
Horace Feltis was over from Hanover
last Saturday.
See the Cook Stoves and Ranges at
Robinson's.
A. 15. Laird returned from Deining
yesterday.
Dolls for all the girls at Porterlield's.
E. M. Young has gone to Texas for a
short vacation.
Fresh candies every day at Martin
Maher's.
Barney O'Hara is contemplating a

trip

I

to Ohio soon.

Mike Rose is up from Deining shaking
hands with bis Silver City friends.
Bring your job work to Tub Eaoi.k office. It will be done neatly, promptly and
at reasonable rates.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Potter, of Georgetown, were here last Thursday.
Violetta is the best 5c. cigar in town.
15. T. Link keeps them.
15.tf.
R. U. Clarke, who was here on court
business, returned home last Thursday.
New goods just received at Robinson's.
R. P. Hart was here from Lordsburg
ast week.
Toys for all the boys at Portcrlields.

Harry Classen came over from
burg last week.

Lords-

cheap daily paper, the St. Louis
28 numbers or four weeks
for 40c.
S. C. Johnston, Agt. 12tf.
A

A. C. Windham and family, who have
lieen in the city for a numlcr of days,
returned to the lower (tila last week.
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Miss Nordhaus, of Deming, has been
B. F. Gooch and wife were in the city
from the Mimbres to spend Thanksgivvisiting Dr. and Mrs. Wood.
Christmas goods nicer and cheaper ing.

than ever at Porterfield's.
Harry Martin, who was in town last
week, has gone back to his ranch.
The finest line of Imported and Domestic Cigars in the city, at Nolan's opposite Post Office.
Sam Sloan was here ' last week from
bis ranch on Rlue creek, near Carlisle.
The Postoflice Store will have the
largest line of cboico candy and fruit in
town for the Christmas trade. Call and
take a look before buying.
B. T. Link
Martin Mullen, who helped the pops
out in the last campaign, was in the city
last week.
Toy Wagons for girls and boys at AY.
L. Jackson & Co's.
Chas. Brakebill, who has been at
Mogollón for some time, was here for a
few days.

Judge Fall and II. B. Holt returned to
Las Cruces last Thursday, but Clerk Lenoir and Deputy Casey remained here
for Thanksgiving.

Miss Betfie Clay pool, who has been
visiting at M. AV. Neff's, has gone to
Mogollón where her father is practicing
medicine.
A. G. Hood, who started out recently
to assist in the location of a telephone
line between this point and Mogollón,
has been quite ill since bis return.
The new Free Silver restaurant, next
door to Speed's meat market, has just
opened. Everything about the place is
bright, new and cleanly. Special attention given to ladies and family parties.
Oysters, fish, game and all delicacies of
4t
the season constantly on hand.
of
G.
Mrs.
sister
Morris,
a
Mrs. John
W. M. Carvil whom she had not seen for
arrived last Friday from
The place to get t he celebrated Ber- twenty years,
wick Bay Oysters and Choice Fruits is at Wilkesbarre, Pa. She was accompanied
by her sou.
Nolan's, opposite postolliee.
Lon Munson left yesterday for Stan-berr- y,
H. II. Betts leaves for Santa Fe this
Mo., where he is going to school. morning to attend a meeting of the penHandsome holiday presents for every- itentiary board. He will be gone about
body at W. L. Jackson & Co's.
a week, as the board will prepare its reMrs. E. Watkins left for Europe last port for the use of the legislature at this
week. She expects to be gone until meeting.
spring.
A Present of Fifty Dollars.
Our band made Cream Candies and
I will give on February first to some
Tallies are the finest.
Made twice a church or charitable institution of Silver City a present of fifty dollars in cash.
week. Aoian s, opposite postolliee.
groW. II. Rider, one of the active popu- Customers purchasing merchandise,
ceries included, of me and paying cash
lists of this county, was here last
for same will have one vote for each dollar's worth of goods purchased and the
largest vote at the
Big Dolls and Little Dolls for the big institution having the
will
get
mentioned
time
the money.
and little girls at W. L. Jackson &. Co's.
AaIIO.N Sl'lll'TZ.
Julius Wellgehausen, one of the prosMr. Parmalee, the electrician, left
perous merchants of Central, was here
yesterday for Mogollón.
last Saturday.
Notice for Publication.
Our line of Filigree Souvenir Spoons
Land Ofkicr at Las Caucus, N. M.,
and novelties in Filigree Jewelry and
f
November 1". lsill.
Onyx Goods are out of sight.
VOTKJEIH HEREBY 01 YEN Til AT THE
i following named settler litis Hied milieu
C. M. Nolan, Mgr.,
rt
of Ids Intention to make linal prtnif In
Opposite Postolliee.
of his claim, and that said proof will lie
mude
before piiilmte judge or probate
John Speck, who was here during the clerk of Uraut Co., X. M., at Silver Clty.X. M
1H1H,
on December
viz.: William Flempalmy days of Silver City, came back ing.
Ell (!. Fleming. dce.'d.,who
made
Xo. 22111 on JanApplication
Homestead
last week for a short visit.
o
uary 7th. 1HIC1,
e H of
'4
I

snii-po-

fur the
of
and
14. township 1A south, range IT
order of the honorable, commisof the General Land Olllce, as per his
letter "C" of October 22, 1WI1. William Fleming will lie allowed to submit his part of the
testimony before the President Judge of the
judicial district composed of Indiana County,
Pennsylvania, on the day and year above
mentioned.
He names the following witnesses to prove
the continuous residence of Ell G. Fleming,
dee'd.. upon and cultivation of, s:ild land, by
dim and the subsequent cultivation of said
land by William Fleming, viz:
W. A. Ileal her, of lilla, Grant Co., N. M.
W. 11. Horn, of lilla, Grant Co.. X. M.
W. C. Slnyliack, of lilla. (Jrant Co.. N. M.
KiltConn, of Glhi.Gnint Co., X.M.
Any person who desires to protest against
the allowance of such proof, or who knows of
any substantial reason, under the law and
the regulations of the Interior department,
why such proof should not lie allowed, will lie
given an opportunity at the above ment he
tioned time and place to
witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal of that submitted by
claimant.
John T). Huyan,
Register.
e'

Picture Books and Story Books for west. H
Christ-innpresents at W. L. Jackson & sioner
o

Co's.

John Allen has moved his family in
from the Burro mountains in order to
give his children the benefit of the city
schools.
J. A. Kemmis, the jeweler, has a fine
stock of watches, jewelry, sterling silver
and plated ware from 'which to make
selections for holiday gifts. He has an
assortment of gold aiid silver watches of
the best makes for ladies and gentlemen,
solid silver spoons in handsome patterns,
rings, pins, ear drops gold pens and pencils, ami a variety of other goods suitable
for holidays. Call and see him before
you purchase your Christinas presents.
No trouble to show goods.

sec.
Hy

cross-exami-

H--
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Treasures for the Memory.
Pure blood means perfect health.
So closely interwoven are all parts of
the human body that any deranged part
ultimately affects the whole organism
through the circulatory process of the
blood.

Every person of avarage intelligence
knows that the body is composed of
bone, nerve, blood, brain, lymphatics
and skin; but it is astonishing how few
even among the learned know the real
oilices performed by each of these
tions.
The main of a system of water works is
the trflnk from which the lateral pipes
tire all supplied ; so is the spinal nerve
the trunk line of the nervous system.
There are five nerve centres in the
human body, each leading to the jine
and thence to the brain. It is down this
spinal column and by means of these
nerve centres that the Oxydonor Sanitarium Company's diagnosis of diseases is
infallible. The old school style of examining the tongue or feeling the pulse
finds no favor in any Oxydonor Sanita
riums.
Xearly all if not all of the malignant diseases especially fevers can be
traced to the latent impurities of the
blood.
These impurities arise from the
blood deterioration in various ways.
Virus is engendered or the blood becomes impregnated with germs of
disease that cannot be reached by
medication. All scientists agree that if
natural oxygen can lie brought in contact
with these germs, or the virus in the
blood, surely under the physiological
law of combustion the disease would be
conquered. This is exactly what Oxydonor Victory does. Its application to
the human body causes the entire skin
to drink in the oxygen of the air through
the pores, which immediately oxygenates
the blood, invigorates and restores the
vital organs to their normal condition.
Thousands of the best citizens in all the
states and territories of this Union have
attested the truth of this statement, and
the well informed practitioners of all the
old schools never deny the curative ef
licacy of this spontaneous method. The
only danger consists in delaying until
the system loses its revitalizing potency
Water intended for drinking purposes
should not be kept in an open vessel in
n bed room. The colder it is t he more
powerful as an absorbent of gases. Xor
should the first water drawn through a
leaden pipe be drank or used for cooking,
likewise with water in a pump, it be
comes impregnated with impure gases,
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The average human being consumes
about 3,000 pounds of substances during
12 months, 800 pounds of which is atmospheric air.
The El Paso atmosphere is alxve av
erage in its density and therefore proportionally more invigorating to the pul
monary organs through blood oxygenation. In wet or humid climates electric influences are more current, but the
atmosphere is less dense and pulmona
ry affections are more malignant. Also
in rheumatic complaints during wet
weather, or in a wet climate, the system
becomes clogged with impurities, generating the accretions of acrimonious
substances causing the affected parts to
inflame. It is evident therefore that if
the blood be kept properly oxygenated,
the carton is removed and perfect
is accomplished.
This system is carried out in all its detail in Oxydonor Sanitarium.

pine away, languish and die when nature is full of relief, and science comes
to aid them in the proper acceptance of
this relief.
It is absurd to suppose that metes and
bounds can be established around the
progress daily going on in America and
Europe by the Spontaneous cure method
of the Oxydonor Sanitarium company.
Read this paper through. You will see
what they are doing.

It is Absurd

There was a meeting of the stockmen
of this county here last Friday. About
forty of the largest owners in the county
were represented and they elected three
delegates to go to Albuquerque to the
convention which has lieen. called to
meet there on the 17th inst. to discuss
questions pertaining to proposed legislation at the coming session of the
assembly.
Col. D. A. Martin was chosen to preside over the meeting and V. Culberson
was elected as secretary. The cattlemen
of this section are not all satisfied with
the way they are taxed for the support
of the cattle sanitary board and they
will look to their interests at the convention a week from next Monday. The
men selected to represent this section
were W. II. Jacks, J. W. Fleming and
W. S. French, all of whom are well
known to the stockmen of the territory.

Bleeding at the Nose.
For bleeding at the nose the treatment at the Sanitarium is as follows :
Apply cold wet cloths at forehead
of
back
the neck, and
and
wet cloths pressed closely across the
nose. Inhale long breaths through the
the mouth and snuff a solution of alum
and salt or of vinegar and water and apply
Oxydonor Victory under ice until the
bleeding ceases. Xever bend forward.
Stockmen Ulive a Mentlng.

to think that the Oxydonor Sanitarium company would build costly sanitariums in various parts of the country
as they have in Xew York, Detroit,
Washington City, Chicago, Jersey City,
Atlanta, Ga. and other places, if the
principles they advocate are not founded
in perfect science, and they are not able
to perforin all they profess to do for the
sick.
It is absurd to suppose that men of
learning and high integrity would conse
crate their lives to a fraud or a humbug,
subjecting themselves to ridicule as hyp
ocrite, quacks and charlatans.
It Í8 absurd to hear medical men, or
any others who pretend to have common
sense condemn a principle either in
science or ethics without having studied
even the a b c of that principle.
It is absurd to see a sick man or woman

ffffi

ter-itori- al

Get
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Mogollons

Murphey'sPassenger,Expressand

Mail Une.

Stage Leaves Silver City at S a. m. every Monday, Wednesday
and Friday for Mogollón and intermediate points.
All passengers and express must go to Wells, Fargo
office from which place the stage starts.
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To The Cattlemen of New Mexico.
bonds, and to deliver the same to the
railroad company in exchange for cor
The cattle sanitary laws of this terriresponding bonds of such company.
passed, and the various
Some Interesting Information For Now, unless a debt thus incurred in aid tory as originally
of the construction of a railroad can be amendments thereto, have been of very
Taxpayers.
said to be an obligation "necessary to considerable benefit, to the cattle interthe administration of the internal attairs ests of the territory in general, but it is
Decixloii of the United StutcB Supreme of Pima county, it must necessarily fol- f I
t
to all cattle men who have
i
Court In Reference to Knllrouil
low, irrespective oi every omer considera- apparent
Aid IIoikIh.
tion, that the legislature exceeded its given the matter any attention, that
powers m authorizing and requiring the they are inadequate in many respects
county to issue its bonds in exchange for and should be revised to meet the
Last week Tun Eaoi.k called attention those of the railroad company in queschanged conditions of the industry.
to the illegality of the railroad bonds of tion, and that the bonds are void.
extended
is
for
too
The legislature will meet the hist of
question
The
clear
tliia county which' were issued a little
of a December, and it is not only desirable
over eleven years ago and upon which argument. By the "internal affairs"
municipal corporation, in the adminisinterest has been paid ever since by this tration of which the legislature could but of vital importance that there be a
county.
alone authorize it to incur a debt, was meeting at an early day of the cattlemen
as of the territory to discuss the situation,
A ease of similar nature was taken undoubtedly intended such business
municipalities of like character are usual- and decide upon plans for the future.
from Arizona recently to the supreme ly required to engage in to fulfil their
The undersigned have therefore taken
court of the United States and the deci- proper functions, and to effectuate the
objects of their charters. In the case of it upon themselves to call a meeting of
sion of that court was as follows:
counties these are ordinarily to pro- the cattlemen of New Mexico to be held
This case involves the validity of cer- vide a court house for the administration
Monday, December
tain bonds issued by the county of Pima of justice a jail for the confinement of at Albuquerque on
under an act of the legislative assembly prisoners ; a poorhouse for the sustenance 17, 1894, to take such action relative i
of Arizona, approved February 21, 188'!, of paupers (where by local law they are the future needs of the cattle business,
authorizing and requiring the board of made chargeable upon the county); olli- as, in the judgment of the meeting may
supervisors to iisue $203,000 of bonds of ces for the various officials of the county ;
for the best.
such county, and to exchange the same, and, under certain circumstances, high- be deemed
in lots of $o0,000 each, for an equal num ways and bridges for the accommodation
J. E. Saint,
m
ber of the bonds of the Arizona Nar- of the public. It could never have been
S. E. Booth,
row Gauge Railroad company, secured contemplated, however, that this power
W. S. HOI'BWKIX,
bv a mortgage upon its road. Assuming would be used to incur obligations in
Cattle Sanitary Hoard.
that the bonds were issued in con form i favor of a railroad operated by a private
ty with this act, the act itself is claimed corporation for private gain, though also
to be in conflict with certain acts ot coiv subserving a public purpose. The recFrank lleno has sold his mine at Pyrgress upon the subject oí the organiza ord before us does not show whether this amid, the Robert E. Lee, to the Ameritiou of territories.
railroad was designated to extend beyond
By the Revised Statutes (section 1889 the limits ot the county : hut, it the coun can Rinc and Lead Co., of Canyon City,
of a chapter containing a provision com
ty had nower to issue its bonds in aid of Colorado, for $5,000. The company
mon to all the territories), "the legisla- railroads at all, there is nothing to indi- - which purchased the property intend
tive assemblies of the several territories cate that such power was restricted to working it to its fullest capacity, and
shall not grant private charters or such roads as were wholly within the
especial privaleges, but they may, by county, and, it tins act were a valid ex- will ship from the beginning a carload
general incorporation acts, permit pe- ercise of the authority of the legislature, of ore a day. This property is one of
rsons) associate themselves together as the credit ot the county might lie indefi the valuable mines in this section of the
bodies corporate for mining, manufacturnitely pledged for the construction of rail country, and could have been sold three
ing and other industrial pursuits or the ways extending far beyond the county
construction or operation of railroads, limits, and, indeed, for carrying oat any or four years ago for $")0,000, but prices
irrigation ditches and the colonization such schemes ot public improvement as of silver mines have dropped Western
ami improvement of lands in connection the legislature could be persuaded to Liberal.
therewith, or for colleges, seminaries, authorize. Clearly, such debts would not
The big team of grays which were
churches, libraries or any benevolent, be incurre 1 in the administration of the
brought here some vears ago by AVells,
charitable or scientific association."
internal affairs of the county.
In 1878 this section was amended by
The argument of counsel on both sides Fargo & Co., and which have been
an explanatory act (20 Stat. 101), to the was largely directed to the question
among the most familiar teams in the
effect that the restrictions contained in whether the territorial act of 188H, under
1889
be
section
"shall not
construed as which these bonds were issucd,conferred city, have changed hands again. They
prohibiting the legislative assemblies
an "especial privilege" upon the railroad were sold recently by Mrs. Boone to Mr.
from creating towns, cities, or company, within the meaning of revised Ilerndon who has been using them for
other municipal corporations, and pro- statutes section 1889, inhibiting "private some time past on the transfer wagon.
viding for the government of the same, charters and especial privileges," and
The Silver City water company's resami conferring upon them the corporate also to the further question whether
powers and privileges, necessary to their bonds issued under a mandatory or com- ervoir was emptied and cleaned last Frilocal administration, by either general pulsory statute are valid ; but in the view
day. A miniature floood ran down the
or special acts," Following this there we have taken of the cine it is unneces
is a paragraph validating acts thereto sary to express an opinion upon these streets while. the reservoir was being
fore passed creating municipal corpora- points.
emptied.
tions, and providing, further: "That
We are compelled to hold that the
nothing herein shall have the effect to bonds in question create no obligation
NO FUN ABOUT IT !
create any private right, except that of against the county which a cjurt of law
holding and executing municipal ollices, can enforce.
or to divest any such right, or to make
E.
The Thanksgiving ball at the old skatvalid or invalid any contract or obligaBOOT AND 8HOKMAKKK.
tion heretofore made by or on behalf of ing rink last Thursday evening was well
I promise you fiilthfully, in the loin? run,
any such town, city or other municipal attended and a very enjoyable time was you shall stive hulf your money, by Imvinir
your work neiitlr mm promptly (lone to suit
corporation, or to authorize any such
yourself, lit K. llOSKN UKHIi'S
corporation, to incur hereafter any debt had.
Silver City, N. M.
Railroad business at this point has
or obligation other than such as shall be
necessary to the administration of its in- been better for the pint two mouths than
F.
ternal affairs."
during the past two years.
In the face of these restrictions upon at any time
FIRE
INSURANCE AND NOits power, the legislature of Arizona, on Business is surely picking up.
TARY PUBLIC.
February 21, 188 !, passed the act in quesdipt. French shipped between 400 and
tion, making it the duty of the board of 500 head of cattle oí all ages from this
Olllce lit
supervisors to issue $200,000 of county place the hut of last week.
SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.

THOSE RAILROAD BONDS.
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a Lesson in chínese.
A Vado Mecum

to Elueldiite Eastern Wiir
DiHpntclicH.

Thushei means black; hia, the lower;
huang, yellow; nan, southern; pai,
white; pei, northern; po, white; shang,
the upper; si, western; siad, email; ta,
large, great; tung, eastern.
The endings have a qualifying meaning, and
here is a list of them: Alin means
mountain; chof, city; chen, city; chii-anvillage; gol, stream; hada, mountain; hai, lake;
hoto, city;
hotuin, city; hu, lake; khi, stream;
khinno, bridge; khon, mouth of a river;
giang, river; kon, stream ; kuenn, fort or
camp; ling, pais, men, gate;' muren,
river; nor, lake or swamp; orno, lake;
po, lake or swamp; phu, village; sha,
sandbank; shan, island or mountain ;
shui, stream; so, fort or camp; sfu, village; tas, island; tschang.village ;tschen,
city; tchu, river: tchuan, river; than,
rapids; thim. village; tien, lake or
swamp; tien, village; tse, lake in swamp;
tsi, village; ulna, river; ussu, stream;
wei, fort or camp; ying, fort or camp.
This small list, which contains not
less than eleven different words all
meaning stream or river, gives an idea
of the wealth of words of the Chinese
language. The diliiculties of learning
the language of these Orientals for foreigners are enormous, and it is as equally dillictilt to learn to write as to speak
it. The Chinese use about 60,000 different signs or characters in their writing and often a combination of thirty or
forty of these is necessary to express the
meaning of a single idea. The Japanese
however, progressive in everything, are
on the way to emancipating themselves
from the bane of such a language; they
are making efforts to introduce the Latin
characters in general use, substituting
them for the (0,000 characters which
they have taken from the Chine.--e and
kept in use with slight alterations. The
Romanic characters are taught in the
lietter schools and already one or more
newspapers in the Japanese language
appear printed in Latin letters.
A peculiar squabble about words has
arisen. from China's declaration of war
against Japan, dated Aug. 1. In it the
Japanese are termed as "We" or "Wa,"
which means "servants" or "vassels."
The word had leen used for long centuries as the name of the Japanese but lat
g,

ho,-rive-

.

194,

mantilla explained, while the old man
nodded assent, that ho and she had
been betrothed, and that she had died
before their marriage. The old gentleman had gone abroad at the Peace of
Amiens, had been caught and detained
on the outbreak of the war, and this had
led to some accident in his affairs by
which the coffer and its contents had
part of the century. With him was a
handsome lady in a Spanish mantilla.
They had on the table before them a
small, ancient, iron bound chest. At
this moment (still in a dream) a servant
entered with tea, or some refreshment,
been neglected ami the securities were
still lying unclaimed.
"They are," said the lady of the mantilla, "now in the keeping of Messrs.
." A knock at the door. Enter
the maid with tea in llesh and blood;
disappearance of the dream. The solicitor's name was never communicated.
Now the dream mind clearly started
from the maid's first tap at the door.
This was the tap announcing the arrival
of the visitors in the dream. All the
rest of the scenes were a myth, invented
by the dream mind to account for the
d
first
tap. The dream mind
created the person of the old, forgotten
relative and invented, without any assistance from conscious memory, the
ladv of the mantilla, and her love story
and her death. The Ihjx, the securities,
all the dresses, the properties were imDREAMS ARE DRAMATIC.
provised by the dream mind and placed
on the stage of vision.
I low the Imagination
1'layn During tint
All this was done, all this drama perHours of Sleep.
formed, merely as a myth, accounting
A curious example of the dramatic and for the first tap, and everything was inmythopoetic quality in dreams, and of vented, stayed and acted in the moment
between the first tap at the door and the
the power of compressing time, was re- second. London News.
lated to me by a lady. She, in her
Silver City 1'nst Olllee.
dream, was sitting in her room looking
OlhYe open dally except Sunday from 8 n.m
out on a beautilul, clear autumn twi- to 7 p. ni.
Open Sundays from 9 to 11:41) a. in., and one
She heard a knock, heralding
light.
hour after arrival of railway mall.
Money order department open dally except
visitors, and, going down stairs, found
Sundays fromHii. in. toll p. in.
two strangers in her parlor. One she ,Muil closes for Fort Hayard. Central. Han(eoi'Ketown and all railroad point s dalrecognized
a relative who had died in over.
ly at 11:41) a. m.
Mail closes for Mogollón and all intermediher childhood. He was a little, old
ate points at Ha. in.. Mondays, Wednesdays
gentleman in a brown dress of the early and Fridays.
Mall closes for I'lnos Altos dully except
and lo! the visitors vanished. The ser- Sundays
at 4:l.i p. m.
Mail arrives from t lie east, west and south
visivant went out and there were the
dailv at 4 p. m.
tors again. They had opened the coffer
Mall arrives from Mogollón and Intermediate points at It p. m.. Tuesdays. Thursdays
and displayed two sets of old yellow doc- and
Saturdays.
Mall arrives from I'lnos Altos dally except
uments. One was a list of securities,
Sundays 'it ll:!k) a. in.
I,. A. SKKI.I.V. I'OSTMASTKII
one a list of names. The lady in the

terly it has receivnd a comtemptuous
meaning, and as the Japanese have for
quite a while past claimed the name of
the people of the
or
'Land of the Rising Sun," they looked
upon the appellation given them by the
Chinese as an intentional and deadly insult. Japan is not the only country,
however, which complains about Chinese want of courtesy. Other foreign
persons have had reason to protest
against the habit of the Chinese government to insert, in the confident belief,
that the foreigners would not oompre-hen- d
the meaning, terms in the treaties,
made with them which were anything
Foreign ambassadors,
but flattering.
therefore, became more careful and employed experienced interpreters to carefully search all documents composed in
the Chinese language for any approbri-ou- s
terms. When the cunning Chinese
noticed this, they hastened to reconcilíate the foreigners, by applying to them
in their documents the most flattering
terms of endearment. And hence England is today by the Chinese called
'Ying-Twthe flourishing; France,
the laud where the laws
the land of justice:
live; Itsly,
the one rich in virGermany,
tues, and the United States, "Mei Kwo,"
the beautiful. Burlington Ilawkeye.
"Ji-pen- ,"

"Ji-Kw-

Newspaper readers who attentively
follow the course of events in eastern
Asia are doubtless oftentimes puzzled
over the queer names of Chinese and
Corean towns and cities, and wonder
over their meaning. Although not in
complete mastery of the language of the
Celestials, we are able to give the patrons of The Itawkeye the meaning of
some of the sounds and syllables which
occur most frequently in Chinese names.

,

"Fa-Kwo- ,"

half-hear-

"T-Kw- o,
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hands of the bankers. There seems to
be little hope that the president will
adopt the democratic doctrine on the
Published every Wednesday Morning by currency question. His views and those
of John Sherman are the same on this
LOOM IS & OAKES.
question and neither of them are
Entered at the postónico at Silver City,
N. iM.. (or transmission through the mails at

She

Ohqlc.

county obtained judgment against Mr.
Berg's bondsmen for the full amount
due the county, the only concession
made being a stay of execution, and
there is no reason why the school money
might not be recovered in the same
way.
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' 'FUE PRESIDENTS MESSAGE.

CLEAR CASE.
Attention was called to the issue of
railroad bonds of this county in the last
issue of The Eagle, and we print in
this issue the decision' of
the
supreme court of the United States in
the Arizona case which was appealed to
that court from the supreme court of
the territory of Arizona.
The law under which the decision was
rendered is common to all the territories and applies with equal force to the
bonds issued in aid of the railroads in
this territory. The issues of bonds in
question and those of this county in aid
of the Silver City, Deming and Pacific
railroad were made about the same time
and the same law applies in both cases.
The issue of $50,000 which was made
by this city in aid of the railroad might
have lieen declared void by the courts,
but that issue was refunded by the city
council some time ago and the bonds
which are now outstanding against the
city may have to lie paid, although there
is a difference of opinion on this point.
Had these bonds not been funded the
city might now be practically out of
debt. When the city council decided to
refund the bonds the members believed that the step would result in saving a considerable amount to the city
annually in interest charges. The
question as to the right of the city to
issue bonds in aid of the railroad had
not lieen raised ami the members of
the council had no idea that the payment of the bonds could not be enforced against the city.
In the face of the decision of the supreme court of the United States, there
is hardly a doubt that the lxmds issued
by the county are absolutely worthless and it is altogether probable that
no more interest will be paid on these
bonds.
A reduction of the indebtedness of the
county by $57,000 will be most welcome
to the taxpayers of the county at this
time and a good many will wonder why
the point brought up by the Arizona
counties was not thought of by some of
the legal lights of New Mexico.
ltailroad aid bonds were issued by
Santa Fe and Grant counties only in this
territory and these two counties will undoubtedly refuse to pay the lxmds so
issued.
A

President Cleveland submitted his annual message to congress on Monday
afternoon.
It is a lengthy document
but treats of but few subjects of interest
to people in this section of the country.
Our relations with various foreign conn-triare outlined at considerable length,
but none of this is of local interest except under the head of our relations
with Mexico where the president recommends the solution of the question of
the storage and use of the waters of the
Kio Grande.
The reports of the cabinet oflicera are
referred to at length and the president
gets m a word or two for civil service
reform with the rest. He refers to the
falling off in our exports of wheat and
volunteers the information that corn
may take its place.
He favors the patching up of the tariff
bill so that coal ami iron will be on the
free list, but he appears to be undecided
as to the proper method to pursue in
reference to the sugar schedule.
The part of the message which is of
most interest to the people of this part,
of the country is the part which is devoted to the financial question. He defends the action of the administration in
issuing bonds to replenish the gold reserve and says that the same thing will
be done again if there should lie occasion for it. That the president has experienced no change in his attitude on
the silver question is perfectly plain as
there is not even the suggestion of relief in tins direction.
Bather than recommend the free and
unlimited coinage of silver, to which
he was committed by the Chicago platform, lie strongly recommends the adoption of a plan which was suggested by
the convention of bankers at Baltimore
some weeks ago. On thin question the
president is as far from the democratic
party as he could be. Instead oí recommending the passage of a law providing
If this county should recover the
for the coinage of both gold and silver, money due from
Berg the
he favors a plan which would put the school districts of the county would lie
entire control of the currency into the in very good shape financially. The
es

Two territorial institutions at least are
deserving of liberal appropriations and
these are the insane asylum at Las
Vegas and the normal school at Silver
City. The insane people of the territory
must be cared for and teachers must be
prepared to teach the children in our
schools.

Pitumcr officers will be elected
thorughout the county next month and
next spring the school elections will be
held, making three elections in about
six months throughout the county.
The election law3 need revision. One
election in six months is quite enough.
No wondkr Cleveland has a sprained
ankle. He put down his foot so hard
against Hill, and has jumped so much
on democrats generally that the efforts
might have sprained the fluke of a
sperm whale. Albuquerque Democrat.,
Some of the newspapers of the territory
are still wrangling about the election
last month. Some people have a taste
for ancient history.

Frightened by a Dog.
Last Saturday morning as W. G.
was driving by the old hospital
building below town a dog belonging to
a Mexican who resides near the hospital
building ran out and commenced barking at the horse.
Not content with
barking at the horse the dog finally
siezed one of the horse's legs.
The
horse commenced to kick and in a very
short space of time the cart was a complete wreck.
Mc-At- ee

Mr. McAfee was going from

the

stock

yards where he had been to inspect a
bunch of cattle to his home when the
accident happened and had no arms on
his person or ho would have made short
work of the dog.
He went home and returned with the
marshal and a gun and the dog was
promptly killed. Mr. McAfee's hand
was slightly injured but he was otherwise unharmed. The horse was a young
one which Baylor Shannon had purchased for hi.s use on taking the office of
sheriff next month and Mr. McAfee was
breaking him.
Court adjourned last Wednesday.
There was a little money left in. the
court fund which will help out at the
next term.
The oldest inhabitant does not remember finer weather than that of tho past
five or six weeks.
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An Artesian Well In rrospeet.
The Route Selected.
Two weeks ago The Eaolb suggested
The route for the telephone line from
the idea of drilling a well in this vicinity this place to Mogollón has beenseleeted.
for artesian water and the project ia al- The line will run west from this place to
ready taking shape. Subscriptions have the Mangas, passing a little south of
been solicited for the purpose of putting Fleming and between that place and the
down a well and many of our business stage road to Mogollón. After the Man-ga- s
men have subscribed liberally.
is reached the line will follow the
It is proposed to raise $2,000 to be puid stage road to Mogollón. By taking
by the subscribers in ten equal monthly a direct course to the Mangas the line
payments. In this way $200 a month will be made considerably shorter than
will be raised and the payments will not the stage road and there will be some
fall heavily on the subseriliers. The saving in the expense of constrnction.
well will probably be drilled above
There is some talk of establishing a

town, but the exact location has not yet telephone exchange here in connection
been decided' upon.
with the Mogollón line and quite a numThere is a water shed of considerable ber of the business men of this place
extent above Silver City, and it is not at have signified a desire to have telephones
all probable that all the water which put in their places of business.
falls in this area flows through the soil
From six to nine car loads of ore are
which lies above the lied rock. It is
more probable that there is a consider- being shipped daily from Hanover
able portion of it which sinks lieneath There is some talk of extending the Sil
the surface. Should one of these chan- ver City and Northern railroad four or
nels be struck there might be a strong five miles from the present terminus in
order to reach the iron mines from which
flow of artesian water.
If the enterprise should result in a ore is now being shipped.
total failure to secure water, the resi
Next Sunday evening, Rev. Edward
dents of this town would have the satis S. Cross, of the Episcopal church, will
faction of knowing that the attempt had continue his discourse on the "Saints
been made to secure water, but" if the and Heroes of the Christian Church,"
well should prove a success the benefit by considering the life of Martin Luther.
which would result to the town could All are welcome.
hardly be estimated. With plenty of
Work is to 1? resumed on the Texas
water here mills could lie run by water mine at Central nexc Monday. This is
power below town and in the saving one oí the best properties in the Central
which would result from the cheaper district and has produced a large amount
treatment of ores, this would become a of ore within the past two or three years.
great ore reducing center.
The city marshal has given notice that
AVith a strong How of artesian water
city taxes must be paid before the first
alwve town water could be piped below
of January. There yet remains a large
town and there furnished to mills under
part of the city taxes for the current
considerable pressure to drive machinery
vear on the collector's book.
and then used in the batteries. It is by
The Payton stock company commenced
no means improbable that with plenty
engagement here last Monday
week's
a
of water the vast deposits of ore in Legal
The troup is a good one and is
evening.
Tender hill could be worked at a fair
well
patronized.
being
profit. If this could lie done it would be
Bayard, this evening, Rev.
Fort
At
difficult to estimate the benefit it would
Cross will bold Episcopal
S.
Edward
lie to the town.
service.
which
is
now
enterprise
Whether the
licing talked up results in success or failBorn, to the wife of Max Schutz, of
ure the experiment is worth trying. If this city, on Tuesday, Deremlier 4, 1894,
it fails the loss will not be very large, a son.
but if it does not fail, and there are The little daughter of S. S. Derbymany reasons for believing that it will shire is very ill.
not, the money which will be spent in
the undertaking will be the best invest
T
ment ever made by the people of Silver
Citv.

W. C. Porterfield has made prepara
tions for a big holiday trade. He has a
fine line of holiday goods.
Clark Rodgers shipped some fine fruit
trees from his Lone mountain nursery
to Peming yesterday.
O. C. Hinman has been receiving a
large line of holiday goods during the
past week.
CARDS.

PROFESSIONAL
ANCHETA,

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

Will practice In all tlio courts of the territory. Criminal law a specialty. Offlcu
corner Texas ami Hprlna streets.
N EV M FA ICO.
SILVE It C 1 TV
TAMES 8.FIELI1ER.

ATTORNEY AT LAAV, .
Office over Silver City National Hunk.
- SILVER CITV

O

'

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND
NOTARY PUBLIC,
Collections u Specialty,
SILVER CITV
.

HL.

M.

PICKETT.

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

SI LVER

A.

N".

-

C1TX

N. M

II. 1IARLLEE.

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
N. M.

SILVER CITV
JU1

,N

ATTORNEY

AT LAW.

Will practice In all the Courts of the

Territory.

SILVER CITV.
PHILLIPS.

-

-

CT. PHYSICIAN

OlUce

AND SURGEON.
at Hailev's dm it Store. Rooms at
Dr. Hulley's residence.

N. M.

SILVER CITV

SECRET SOCIETIES.
T) A. M.

11. Silver City Chapter. No. 2. at MasonicIti.LMilnr convocations on .Kl weuuesHull
day eveninif of each month. All companions .
AauoN SciH'TZ. II.
Invited to attend.
Peiuiy . Lady, Sec'y.
1

t F. A. M.
Sllver'city Lodife, No. 8. Meets at Mason- ,
- un..... i Ml..
V.il'l llttnu. I lie
i 3
IC nun. mrr rinvi
Thursday eveninif on or before the full nioon
to
eucli month. All vlsltinif brothers invited M.
.
M. W. TwomkV.
nttend.
Pkiihy H. Lady, Hec'y..

J. SMITH,

L.

General Repair Shop.
duns and Revolvers
Promptly Repaired.

Bicycles,

Rutes Reasonable.
Ilroadway. opposite ltroudway Hotel.

Mnrried.
On Tuesday .evening, November 27,
1894, in this city, Capitula Head was
J.VJL
married to Mr. E. C. Cunningham, of
AiniVVKHQVE, X. M
Miss Head had been at Mog
Mogollón.
EL PASO, TEXAS,
20.1 Hnihimd Amine.
SI.
11!)
San
Finiiclwo
ollon for some time and had only recent
lv returned from that place. Both the
voung people are well known in this sec Sell reliable goods on easy monthly payments.
(lan refer to many families with whom they have deaVt .
tion and are highly respected. May
Tuning of Pianos in Grant county attended to.
their) future be one of happiness and
Write them for catalogue of r.ew style I íanos, 7 o lay

LEITCH

prosperity.

W

SIC CO.,
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SCIENTIFIC WAKFAKE.
Important Part Played by Electricity in Eastern Hostilities.
The General Adoption of Telegraphic
Communication by tho Mikado's l'co-pl- e
Japancso Are Adepts
lu the Art.

It is interesting' to note the important
part played by electrical appliances in
the war between China and Japan. The
Japanese especially are quick to turn
to account any advantage offered by
scientific appliances, and in Corea
they have' materially strengthened
their hands by taking possession of the

lines and stations of tho telegraph
service. Their men are trained in construction as well as in actual manipulation, says the Chicago Tribune, and
cr.n be trusted to keep the lines in
working order as long as they retain
control.
The mikado's people have taken very
kindly to the telegraph since its introduction in 1870. Their first installation
of a couple of short lines, about forty
miles long altogether, speedily grew
into four thousand miles, and now the
wires devoted to the service measure
thousand miles, in
close on twentv-si- x
cluding cevcral submarine cables of
vr.ious lengths, one of the longest be-- i
ij that connecting Nipon (the main
i

.hnd) with

Tsu-shim-

the-

largest

i:;land midway between Japan and
Corea, a position which, as may be
readily imagined, is just now of the
strategical importance.
So well, indeed, have these clever
enpyi.,t:s appropriated and utilized the
telegraphic developments of western
civilization that there is now hardly a
point f n the coast more than a few
hours distant from a telegraph office,
;o that a fleet runner could convey the
news of a hostile descent to the adjacent outpost, and a defensive force be
called to the threatened region in less
time than it would take the Chinamen
to determine upon their point of attack.
This was demonstrated very clearly
in 1870, when the news of the Satsuma
rebellion was brought by a boatman
to Kumaraoto in one night, and flashed
to the capital almost before the insurgents' rear guard had cleared from
Kagoshima. The consequence was that
the rebel Gen. Saigo was promptly
met and snuffed out before he had
reached the territory iu which his
forces might have become dangerous
through being augmented by numerous sympathizers. Hut for the telegraph there would doubtless have been
serious trouble, for it would have
taken a fortnight for a runner to reach
tho capital, and the delay would have
been all in favor of baigo.
In tho matter of field telegraphy,
too, tho Japanese are adepts, their
portable instruments, etc., being mod
eled upon apparatus which they have
imported from Europe. Tho poets are
nado in sections with spiked bases tJ
i tick i:i the coil, and the
wire runs out
from ivel on light hand barrow . Tho
J.'.p:'.Ui.- .j ".rj entirely ml: if.ro.: 1 rj
ut-mo-
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any considerations as to patent infringement. When the first telephone
receiver reached Japah from America
it was received with delight and enthusiasm, and within a week or so
there were some Edison receivers of
native make being experimented upon.
Tho police and fire brigade systems of
telephonic alarms and calls now established in Japan are complete in
Many of the Japanese
every detail.
vessels are furnished with the electric
light, and it is stated that the manipulation of the projectors is remarkably
eillcient.
Notice has been given that owing to
tho outbreak of the war lights on the
Formosa coast have been extinguished,
and no doubt others, both in Japan and
China, will also bo put out or false
lights substituted to suit the purpose
of cither.
It will therefore bo necessary for all steamers navigating those
waters to be extremely careful, and a
correspondent of a London daily suggests that one of the best precautions
is to use tho "submarine sentry," as by
its aid a vessel going at ten knots can
be assured that it has at least twenty
fathomr; of water under its keel, and
warning is given on board if less depth
is reached, thus giving ample time for
position to be verified. The "submarino
sentry" is a recently invented electrical
arrangement for giving the warning
mentioned,
An Opon South Pole.

It is evident that

some climatic conditions have existed in the neighborhood of the Antartic polo for the last
few years which have caused masses of
ice to appear in frequented waters by
the side of which our usual northern
icebergs arc as molehills to mountains,
These, says the United Service, have
been so reported by masters of vessels
making passages in tho extreme south
that there can be no mistake about it,
even allowing for imagination and exaggeration. No doubt many a ship reported "missing" found her fate upon
or among these ice masses. Such being the case, it stands to reason that
the present would be a favorable time
for exploration towards the south pole,
and efforts have been made for some
time to have the English government
undertake such amission, and endeavor
to discover whether a great antarctic
continent, with its lofty volcanic mountain ranges, does really exist, and, incidentally, what new hunting-ground- s
for seals and cetaceans aro tobe found.
Wealth of tho Mormons,
The greatest wealth, either of the
Mormon church, or of the individuals
at its head, has been again demonstrated by the recent investment of
ten million dollars by tho "first presidency" in a new corporation called the
Utah company. This new company is
to operate coal minea, a railroad, a
bathing beach and pleasure resort at
the Great Salt lake and build, equip
and operate telegraph lines. This is
purely a church scheme in which
(entilen have no part, and is, like the
Zion Cooperative company, to be managed to add to the wealth of the church.

WILDEST TRIBE OF INDIANS.
The Tapaso'cs, or Arizona, Are Great
Wanderers, Hut Not Hloodthirsty.

The chief of the bureau of ethnology
in Washington has sent two scouts into
Arizona to look over the homes of tho
Papago Indians and to investigate their
race characteristics, says the New York
World. They are the most vagrant of
American Indians, with many tribal
peculiarities. They live in southern
Arizona. Often they make foraging
expeditions into Mexico, and in the
sense of settled habitation they cannot
bo said to live anywhere. They are the
most nomadic of all tho Indian tribes
at present. The Papagoes were once a
tribe of from four to seven thousand.
The exact number is not known. They
are scattered over so wide a range of
territory that it is doubtful if even one
of their own number could form a clear
idea of how many there now are in the
tribe.
The Papagoes are wild in the sense
that they are not civilized, but not in
tho sense that they aro bloodthirsty.
They arc a very peaceful people, and
many of them assist their Indian neighbors in harvesting their grain. They
take their pay in supplies, which they
lay up for the winter season. But in
the summer they live chiefly on tho
fruit of the cactus plant and wild berries. It is a wonder how they live at
all. Some of those who lead a roving
life own a few horses and cattle. Ilut
the entire number of cattle owned by
those who are not on reservation is only
two thousand and the number of domestic fowls is one thousand.
The Papago Indians receive no rations from tho government. ' They aro
asking nothactually
ing of the government and receiving
very little. There ai-- from three hundred to live hundred Indians gathered
on two reservations, one near Tucson
and one near Gila 15end, on the Southern Pacific railroad. These communities are not models of their kind. In
fact, they arc described as having each
about thirty miserable, squalid adobo
houses, with not a drop of water within
many miles, except what is caught i:i
pools during the uncertain Arizona
rainy i.eason, and in a short time thh
water becomes thick and vile, bocau:;o
tho pools are tho common report cf tho
Indians, the cattle and the twine.
What the Papagoes need most i: irrigation to make their barren land fertile, for that land now will not furnish
subsistence for a coyote or a gopher.
c

WHERE PRINCES ARE PLENTIFUL
Hundreds of Them Employed at Menial
Work In Russia.

Fair Americans who contémplale the
purchaso of a Russian title and a husband should remember that the titlo
of prince has little meaning in Russia
proper, although its bearera often impose upon ignorant people outside of
tho dominions of the white czai There
are said to be six hundred men bearing
the famous na-nPrinae Ualitzia a
scion of which family is Father Galit-ziwho died in Pennsylvania a
patronymic almost as well and favorably known r.s Romnnoff. V.v.ny pn::ci r;,
a

n,
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says a writer in the at. Louis
t,
are engaged in the most
meuial occupation in St. Petersburg,
and are numbered among' the iiae!:r.v:n
and laborers, But iu the Caucasus
princes are even still more numerous,
and some names with the proud prolix
are as common as those of Smith and
Jones in English-speakin- g
countries
or Schultze and Meyer iu the land of
Bismarck and Ooethe. Among the
methods adopted by Alexan.br 1ÍI. tD
please his Caucasian subjects i th j publication by the war office of the "Rec-ord- s
of the Caucasian Militia,"' niter
the same utyle as the records of the
national army are printed. From these
it can beacon how common the title in
the district is. There is hardly a militia officer who has not the princely prefix. In the six mouths ending June 1
nine Princes ZisijanoiT died, :11 oí
whom were lietuenants of militia,
.lome of the Caucasian princes have become beggars, and still others highwaymen. Hut they one and all demand that they be addressed as ''highness." Some of the older Russian families, knowing how little the title of
prince is, have given up the prefix and
write their names as might American
citizens, preferring that distinction to
bearing a meaningless title.
(Jlobu-Dcmocra-

Electric Drill ll I Painless.

The recent assertions of Dr. D'Arson-va- l,
the distinguished Trench
that the majority of persons supposed to be killed by electricity are only partially paralyzed and
can be resuscitated will be remembered, says the Literary Digest. At
the recent meeting of the American
association in New
York city Prof. Edwin Houston described some experiments made by Mr.
E. A. Kennelly and himself, which
seem decidedly to disprove D'Arson-val'- s
Four ducks were
assertion.
killed by the alternating current, different frequencies being employed in
different cases, but in all instances,
though resuscitation was attempt j 1 by
experienced physicians, 4ha
could not be revived, and po:;t mortem
examination showed that death t.iok
e
place in a few seconds after the
of the current. The di eux.i:m on
the paper was vigorous and i :i Uniting, but most of those present Lkvl
with Houston an 1 Kennelly. Accordingly, electrocution seems to bo a painless and sure death, at least to all who
are killed by the alternating current.
electro-physiologi-

Electro-Therapeut-

pa:;-cag-

Jicm

u;al;o Pr;;:i

ey.

The desire of Ru:: ;in to
iniluence in China was pointed
out as a danger to England over thirty
years ago by the late Lord Cranborne,
eldest brother of the present conservative leader; and he added, in words
singularly applicable to the circumstances of
"There is but one
common-sens- e
view of the whole mat-tothe Chinese ought to be induced
by fair or foul means, to give moro
ample protection to the lives and properties of foreigners resident on their
-i
:1; both the French and English,
therefore, are fully justified in
each concessions, and punish-i.v- f
l"ea.''.KT7 by rrorl
r;

PINK-EYE-

D

1!)4.
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MINNESOTA TROUT.

Finny Fr'Hk Propagated, at
the State Hatchers.
The game and fish commissioners of
Minnesota have succeeded in propagat-ing,the state fish hatchery in St.Paul,
a breed of trout that cannot be duplicated anywhere in the known world, says
the Minneapolis Journal. The albino
trout is nothing more nor less than a
freak of nature, and up to three years
ago, when these fish began to make
their appearance at the Minnesota
hatchery, none were known to exist.
Three years ago Superintendent S. S.
Watkins secured thirty-nin- e
specimens
though where he got them is a secret
d
locked in the breast of the
official', who is by no means anxious to
tell how bis pets were acquired. From
these fish he succeeded in bringing thirteen to maturity, but only three specimens wintered successfully.
At the
spawning season there were found to be4
two females and one buck. From these
were obtained eggs that turned out at
the hatching 147 fish, but of this number only forty-nin- e
arrived at maturity.
The forty-nin- e
have since multiplied,
until now. Mr. Watkins has 700 albino
trout in the tanks.
The superintendent is exceedingly
careful of these beauties, and well mav
ti, ,1,,,',.
,Miro bo tnkmw.f tl.iu.v for
pure white bodies, handsomely dotted
with jiink spots with their pink fins
and pink eyes they are a curiosity not
to be duplicated in America at least.
The commission has obtained another
very handsome species of trout by crossing the native brook trout with the lake
trout. The result is a large ami beautiful fish, highly colored and possessed of
all the game fighting qualities of the
brook trout, an exception to all the ordi
nary results of crossing, which are to
eliminate many of the game qualities of
the fish. Within the last year a variety
of experiments in lish culture have been
made at the St. Paul hatchery. Mr.
Watkins has superintended all these experiments, and in a conversation with a
representative of the Sunday Times yesterday he said that the next twelve
months would, he believed, add a good
many valuable facts- to the knowledge
now possessed of fish culture.

A Peculiar

at

gray-haire-

KiilKhtH

' Pythian.

Grand Chancellor W.F.Kuekenbecker,
of Gallup, has appointed the following
past chancellors as district deputy grand
chancellors within the grand jurisdiction
of New Mexico: Thos. A. Roff, Eldorado
No. 1, Las Vegas; C. F. Easley, Santa Fe
No. 2, Santa Fe; C. S. Bahney, Rio
Grande No. Í!, Socorro; J. J. Murphy,
,.
,
v p.
ti
Lincoln No.
Linco.n; I". A.
No. I. Albuquerque; A"gust

iv,,,
n'
"r,:'7'Z-r
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Reingarht, Black Range No. 8, Kingston ;
E. G. F. Uebrick, Baxter No. 9, White
Oaks ; R.F. MeGarvey, It. E. Cowan No. -11, Blossburg; Geo.W.Miles, Silver City
No. 12, Silver City; S. M. Brown, Gallup No. 13, Gallup; Win, Kilpatriek,
Carthage No. 14, Cerrillos; J. T. Williams, Vesper No. 15, Cerrillos ; C. M.
IIoss, Justus II. Rathbone No. 17, San
Marcial ; C. C. Clark, Magdalena No. 18,
Kelly; L. Tressel, Sierra No. 19, Ilills-borX. A. Bolieh Deniing No. 20, Denting; L. Anderson, Eddy No. 21, Eddy;
W. T. Joiner, Columbian No. 22,
o;

Ros-we-

ll.

The Naughty IihIIuiih.
The New Mexican reports that Thos .P.
Gable, Santa Fe's postmaster, has been
down to Steins Pass visiting his father-in-laCol. McWhirt, and that while
Mr. Gable was at the colonel's ranch in
the San Simon valley the Indians bothered the folks a great deal. One night

they broke into the colonel's corral and
turned fifteen hundred of cattle loose, of
which number one hundred and fifty
could not be recovered. This is news in
this part of the country, and the people
feel very sorry for the colonel when they
contemplate his loss of so many cattle.
Why he should have fifteen hundred
head of cattle iu the corral of a night at
this season of the vear is a mvsterv.
Perhaps the Indians knew that the colo- nel did not have enough grain to fatten
sojminy cattle and so turned them loose
e Mill, ne
uu 1,11 , .in i i Mil. iiu u n
lo
per cent, of them to pay them for their
work. The colonel, however, fee Is the
loss, as he intended to sell these cattle
in order to raise the necessary money to
pay his taxes. Western Liberal.
VN

Rev. Williams In Tennessee.

Rev. W. II. Williams who was pastor
of the Methodist church here in 1888
and 188!), is now traveling in Tennessee
with headquarters at Memphis. The
following is from a recent issue of the
Memphis Sunday Time?:
Mr. W. II. Williams, the "Drummer
Evangelist," who is engaged in the good
work of forming Woman's Keeley
Leagues at the various towns iu this
neighborhood, is meeting with unprecedented success. His lectures are attended by the entire population of the villages, and he never fails to inspire the enthusiasm that leads to ready action.
We print elsewhere Mr. Williams' route,
giving the towns and dates where be
will speak and organize the League.
His work has reached such immense
porporlions, that every town in Tennessee, and many in Mississippi, is inter-i- n
his whereabouts.
On his last trip, during which .Mr.
Leagues in
Williams formed twenty-tw- o
as many towns, he was alone. His
present journey however, is brightened
hy the presence of his wife, who is a remarkably talented woman, thoroughly
callable of giving assistance and aid to
her intellectual and eloquent husband.
Mrs. Williams speaks in a most persuasive and charming manner. She is
also au fait with the workings of the
Leagues, and her advice and assistance,
Mr. Williams has created the
i.a),lu.t i linj; found oxcH'eilinjib'
'
eiicia! a'-- helpful.
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CRAB CATCHING.
A Popular Fall Sport on the
lantic Coast.

At-

Points for the Uninitiated in the Art of
"Nabbing" the Nimble Crustacean An
Inexpensive Pastime for Old
and Young.
Hacken-sac- k
Out of the
meadows ami along the Shrewsbury in New Jersey, in ull the shallow
bays and inlet3 of Long Island and the
Connecticut shore there nowadays is
great fun afloat, says the New York
World. Every man, woman and child
scow or
that can pole a square-ende- d
is prowling along
handle a scoop-ne- t
the sedgy creek banks or drifting up
the shoal coves netting crabs. This is
the heart of the crab season.
s
The biggest and fattest of the
are now hunting tideway and
creek, coming and going with every
tide, hungry and eager as they sail in
on the Hood, and coy and well fed as
Ihey lazily depart on the ebb. Every
one who wants to go crabbing and
ian'tis profoundly to be pitied, and
vhe few who can and don't want to
.ither do not realize what a satisfying,
pastime it is or else they
have lost interest in life.
It is an inexpensive pastime and the
jshing grounds are near at hand. For
the matter of that a man may take his
wife and children along. He has only
to look up the time of tide and train
schedules, buy a net for a quarter, a
dozen baits of tough, raw meat and a
ball of twine for a line, shoulder his
basket and start, lie must try to time
his departure so as to reach the creek
on the rising tide, for Mr. Crab comes in
very lame and hungry from the roa
and bites eagerly then what a few
hours later he will turn up his well-fe- d
mse at and ignore.
If you cannot, or do not care to, hire
a boat, the accommodating crab will
humor you and let you captura him
from Mie muddy bank. Dank iish'ng
iu dorfc by driving little stakes in the
edge of the shore at about a rod's distance apart, and to each of these tying
a line about twelve feet long, on which
you have t!ed a bit of meat. If the
current bothrrs you you should have
home small sinkers along, for if the
meat floats on top few crabs will notice it.
Ten or a dozen lines are all one party
can manage genera'ly, for the crabs feed
like newsboys at e Christmas dinner.
The man who handles the net will
have his hands full running from one
lino to another, as some one yells:
'Here, don't wait all thiy; there are
two old kippers here'.' or: "Come
quick! Come quick! This one will lot
o!" One of the beauties of Mie sport is
that the children can all help. Even
the little shaver of eight or nine can
be shown how to draw in hia crab
jently and slowly and then how to
tenderly lift him till the net hdshim
wide-spreadi-

blue-claw-

fa:,t.

'I'hcwomen all like it'.too; lil.e to shout
over slipping in the mud, like to nerei'in
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13 DANGEROUS.
when a crab gets out of the basket or FANCY WOOD
net and runs sideways at their feet; Naval Ofllcers Tako Warning from Hapless
and like, above all, to have found an
Vessels In the Yalu Battle.
outdoor sport in which they can join
The details of the great naval battle
their husbands and boys. And it is at the mouth of the Yalu river as laid
not like wooing the trout or fickle black before the public in the Associated Press
bass, when one may toil day after day dispatches have been of great interest
with little or no profit, just because he to naval officers. This engagement is
has not on a darker or brighter fly.
bound to have an effect on naval conIf one is not blest with wife and lit- struction in at least one feature. It is
tle one and is going alone, he may try noted by the naval experts that the
a still more exciting form of the sport. heaviest losses in the fight were caused
That is what is technically known as by fire, and at least three of the vessels
"Nabbing" consists in engaged were in flames during the
'nabbing."
Joatlng up with the tide over shal-iow- s fight, caused by the explosion of small
and scooping up the crabs as shells from the secondary batteries.
they feed or run without the use That steel ships should prove
be
Now, from the number combustible was regarded as an exof bait.
of his pedal extremities, the quick- traordinary fact, calling for explananess of his queer bulging eyes tion and correction, and the attention
and his ability to start in any direction of the board of naval bureau chiefs has
w ithout turning the crab could not be
been directed to that end. The resuli
.ailed by his bitterest enemies a slug- will be a heavy reduction in the amount '
gish or a clumsy fish. When he has a of woodwork that will be allowed in
articular reason for going up creek the Ehips of this country.
ownrd a certain bed of eel grass or sea
During the great naval meet at
letticc and gives his personal attention Hampton roads preliminary to the reto the subject it takes a gentleman of view at New York the visiting foreign
:on:dcrablc agility to intercept his naval officers expressed astonishment
or and delight at the luxurious apartlight. No dreamy, absent-minde- d
profoundly thoughtful person should ments and finish of the interiors cf
iry to "nab." The thread of their our ships, which made the foreign vesreasoning is apt to be abruptly severed sels ceem barren by contrast.
The
y a plunge into the black ooze of the
vico admiral, Hopkins, com
jreek.
plained that bin officers had been dis
The "nabber" stands at one end, or. contented by the comparison oí their
if there are two "nabbers," one at each own plain quarters with the mahogany
end and they simply let the boat drift ii.iish, carved and decorated word-room- s
with the tide. Along the shore is a
of our ships. The líritish naval
favorite haunt of crabs rather than in vessel'), by the way, are exceptionally
the middle of the bay or creek, perhaps devoid cf this class of work, and plain
because floating bits of food are apt to steel walls, unadorned even by piclodge in the sedge.
tures, are the rule rather than the exThe net whose thirteen or fifteen-inc- h ception. The objections to woodwork
frame seemed so large when you had already been under consideration
bought it now seems as small as an by the naval designers, when they rearrow point when you drive it ceived the hint conveyed by the Yalu
i t a vanishing crab and miss him ilght of the startlinr danger from fire
clean. Tor. vicious a thrust often sticks to whioh these splendidly-fitte- d
ships
the net deep in the mud bottom, and if were exposed, and as a result it is safe
you arc not lively in rescuing it the to prediet that in designs for future
boat passing over will smash the American wnrdiipT the líritish officers
handle or the sudden wrench will hurl will find nothingtto envy on the score
you into the water. Then once you are of luxury. Some covering, it 3 true, is
fouled in such a way the most tempt- necessary to prevent the "sweating"
ing sort of opportunities always pre- of the steel walls. The Ilritish rely for
sent themselves.
this upon heavy coats of paint.
Dig luscious crabs come slowly, lanA GIFTED ACTOR.
guidly by, blinking in peaceful security
as if they realized your predicament, Who Was Enabled to Draw the Pensions
snd guardian crabs take advantage of
of the
".hat particular moment to scurry past
A regular personification of deceased
with their
wards. You are pensioner;! has been discovered' at the
wiser and hotter, and usually tired station of Dapoolie. This is a delightafter you have succeeded at last in pry: ful, healthy place in the district of
ing that net loose.
Ratnngin, about five miles from the
At high tide one may only skirt the sea, at an elevation of six hundred feet.
shore, catching what stray crabs he It was the residence of veteran sepoy3
may find clinging to the sedge and who had been pensioned after doing
reeds, for out in the bay the depth is good service in 1U57-An tinonymous
too great. When the tide turns you petition brought to light tho distressmay go down with it, catching just as ing fact that the pensions had been
many or more than you took going up, drawn long after tho decease of the
?or the midday meal has made his crab-shi- p real incumbents, and that there was,
more slow and lazy in his move- besides, an original scheme by which
ment. Expert "nabbers" can turn pensions still due to survivors had been
with one crab captured in the net, intercepted and were ia the main enplunge for a second and a third and joyed by money lenders in the bazar
'vcn a fourth, and at last fling the aad by tho native clerks of the departwhole quartette snapping and kicking ment, says the Saturday Review.
into the bottom of the boat.
A long investigation followed, in
soft-shelle- d

I

TUN EAULK:

whicli t!ic military authorities were all
but baffled. But by the skill of an
Englishman in the ordnance department and. of an intelligent Parsee
hooks were seized, rolls were inspected,
and it was found that one Tannak,
who had originally been intended for
the army, had been in the habit of
dressing himself up as a pensioner and
drawing the allowances. This enterprising individual, from his photograph and from the hitter press, must
have had a lively sense cf humor. He
was sagacious enough not to personate
more than two pan ioners on the same
day, one in the morning and one in the
evening, e::33pt o:i opjoiil occasions,
when he appeared live times.
His military (salute was admirably
given and he subsequently related,
with jiv.it pride, how he had managed
to draw the allowance of the suhbaclar
major and of Sirdar Ramnak Bahadur
for four years. Of course this gifted
actor had got his own "commission"
every timo. The sharpness of the
English superintendent in detecting a
serious of interpolations in the native
account-book- s
would have done credit
to the best officers m Scotl and Yard.
.n luvoliintiry ItivcHtrarmt.
"Ever hear about my deal in turkeys?" said a man whose home is in a
little village cf northern Delaware.
"I happened t'j be in a little mountain
town of Virginia when an acquaintance
asked me what I was buying. I said,
just for a joke, that I'd yuuuiiuau
of turkeys, and thought no more about
it until ne::t day, when turkeys began
coming into the railway station. There
was nothing for me to do but to buy
those turkeys, and when I left town I
had twelve hundred and eighty of
them. I brought them up here and
when they were let out of the ears to
be driven to the place where I decided
to keep them it looked as if the little
state wouldn't hold 'em. By actual
count there was a turkey apiece for
every man. woman and child in my village, but I sold 'em off in lots of twenty-five,
fifty and a hundred to the
farmers around, and the joke turned
out pretty well, though I thought for
awhile it was going to be an expensive
bit of fun."
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The Alleged ToatH of the- Ancient Archers
Itluhmoud i:iTfii,l.'á Shot.

From their perishable nature
bow and arrow shaft have

the

utterly

dis-

has come
appeared, but the arrow-hea- d
u wti to us by thousands in the river
di ii't and cave deposits which experts
pl.xe at a hundred thousand years ago,
says the London News. With this our
very remote ancestors used to slay the
mammoth, the woolly rhinoceros, and
the reindeer animal:, whose like our
y
pursue with exsportsmen of
presa rifles and explosive bullets. In
due time the bow became a finished
weapon, and savage men grew to use
it with great skill, both in hunting
and in war. The bowman's prowess,
however, was not so great as it has
been represented by writers of fiction,
and there ia little doubt that just as
could
the runner or the boxer of y
beat the athlete of antiquity, so the
bowman oven of these days, when
shooting is but a pastime, could easily
beat the redskin or the African in feats
of skill. It h at the target, however,
that ho would excel, not in the forest,
for his woodcraft would not enable
him to get the opportunity of drawing
his bow.
Neither savage nor modern tox
ophilite, however, can hope to come up
to the record of Mahinoucl Lirendi, se&
rctary to the Turkish ambassador in
England in 1705, who, with a Turkish
bow, shot an arrow four hundred and
- i
yumi.. :..i n.iMifiuy-iw- o
i to-da-

to-da-

i'"";

ciety. Before such a range as this it is
not so surprising to be told of an arrow
that pierced two inches cf brass, or of
another thnt, being shot by a Welsh
archer at an armed man on horseback,
struck him on the thigh, pierced his
armor, his leg, his leather saddle, and
killed his horse.
Tho bow end arrow was at its height
at the battle cf I'lodden in 1313, when
the I'eots yielded before the shower of
i hafts which the bowmen poured upon
them, but already the knell of the fine
i.l arms had sounded. In l.'ill Lord
Hubert, cf Cherbury, in discussing a
war with France, speaks of the change
"
of weapon:;, and when once the
and "gunpowder" came into
Stranse OvcrHight.
use the craft of bowyerand the valor of
A writer in the Scottish Review, bowmen became bsolete.
speaking of the proverbial carefulness
CUAf!D AND CONDUCTOR.
cf Scotchmen about small matters,
tells the following anecdote by way of The DUTcr-iu't!io Uotsrsof Engillustration: The queen was on one of
lish und American Kuilroud Trains.
her periodical journeys through ScotThe guard is found on the station
land, and the royal train was timed to platforms, where he looks at your
stop for luncheon at a certain through ticket, opens and closes tho door of the
station. Sir. C, who lived not far compartment, will try to see you well
away, and who had a famous hothouse, placed according to your class, then
improved the opportunity to send her hops into his van and goes with the
majesty n basket of lib choicest grapes. train on your journey, lie is by no
In due course he received a letter of ac- means the important person that tho
knowledgment, expressing the royal conductor is in the United States, says
appreciation of tho gift, and compli- Col. II. O. Trout in Seribner's Maga
menting the donor upon the fineness of zinc, for he has no opportunity to sit
his fruit. The gentleman was pleased, with the passengers, to talk politics, or
cf course, and feeling sure that his horr.es, or railroads. He never rises to
head r r.rdenc r would be greatly inter--t- o the rank of captain, as all conductors
1
the loiter, he read it to him. do in our southern states. He may beThe '".rder.cr listened gravely, but his come a Knight Templar for all I know,
hodisnasay on y but I never saw him with his waistcoat
cr.ly tamrccut was:
tl:i:w' ttb?ot rcr.dir hack the basket
aMaae with the mnbols cf that order
'hand-gunners-

O
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which so often decorate our own conductors. Doubtless in private life he is
a man of influence in his neighborhood,
but on duty he is a quiet servant, and
his relations with the public are purely
those of business.
He is a tidy man in blue cloth uniform with white metal buttons, and
often wears a broad patent-leathstrap over one shoulder with white
buckle and ornaments. He sometimes
carries a small bag, presumably for
such papers as he needs to have, and is
provided with a green Hag to wave to
the engineman as a signal to start the
train. Altogether he is a simple,
efficient and civil official, and just here
is a striking contrast between the men
of the two countries. On the English
railronds one never sees the conductor
who scorns you if you
or ticket-selle- r
ask a question, and gives the minimum
of information with the maximum cf
brusqucness: and one never sees tho
usher who stands in the gateway and
bellows in inarticulate pride, then
turns a quid in his cheek, and squirts
tobacco juice into a corner.
er

JAPANESE

RAW-FIS-

H

EATERS.

Epicúreo In tho Mlluxlo's Kingdom Prefer
Their Second CoiirHO at Dinner Alivo.
A favorite dish among the epicures
of Japan is composed of raw fish eaten
alive. The dish is prepared as follows:
Upon a bed of green aljac, a very common sea weed in Japan, is laid the
fish, which is then carefully carved
into slices. This carving is a delicatu
operation, lor the carver must not injure the heart, liver, stomach or gills
of the fish. The vital parts being intact and the fish laid upon the cool
damp seaweed, it will live until the
termination of the meal. As the guests
require them, slices are transferred
from the body of tho unfortunate fish,
which thus can r.ee portions of itself
disappearing down the throats of the
diners. A guest of a Japanese said lie
could not cat his slice of tlsh while tho
former owner of the morsel wan regarding him with seemingly reproachful eyes, and commented upon the
cruelty of the custom. His host replied that it was no worse than eating
an oyster alive, and did not approach
in barbarity tho practice of broili.ig
live lobsters. This dish is only met with
in the houses of the rich. When the
slices of fish are dipped in soy Europeans say that they arc very palatable.

i:rt-.Yi-c-

Story of n Sctiolnr.

Theodor Mommsen, the famous historian of Rome, had not only the appearance but the manner of a scholar.
Once during the half hour's drive from
Berlin to Chnrlottcnburg the car in
which the professor rode went badly olí
'the track. The rest of the passengers
alighted, the horses were removed, and
tho stranded car was left until help
could be found. Mommsen remained,
reading his book. An hour passed, anil
the sound of levels and jacks and the
plunging of horses' hoofs aroused him
from his reverie. With no sign of discomposure he. rose from his seat nml
went to the door. "Ah," said he, "we
seem to have come to a standstill."
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One of the Humorous

PIKE'S PEAK between officers which aró not settled
until the approved number of paces
Fancies of the
Signal--

Men There.

old-tim- er

s;

beer-drinke-

.
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are measured oil and the two principals
A few rods from the signal observers' in the difficulty take a shot or two at
hut a lot of small stones had been piled each other. There is never any fatal
up to resemble a grave, and a wooden result, but there are many army offiheadboard throws a shadow upon them cers in the service now who bear
when the western sun is low. The aver- scars of wounds that were never inage visitor, says the Chicago Record, flicted in regular battle. Hospital reapproaches it with a solemn air, and ports of western army posts sometimes
smile when they
when he reads the inscription he turns make an
a glance of surprised inquiry upon read how Lieut. This has a sprained
whoever may be btanding by. The in- leg or Capt. That had hurt his arm by
scription represents the grave to be a fall.
that of a kdy who was eaten by rats
Characteristics of European Cities.
on the summit of Tike's Peak one night
An observer, says a correspondent of
in 1870, which, of course, is something
Leeds Mercury, has just drawn up
that never happened. Along about the
a little table in which he arranges the
pubsome
newspaper fakir
that time
principal cities and towns of the world
lished a yarn in the cast about the horto a classification which has
rible death of a woman who was spend- according
at
least
the
merit of novelty. Each
ing the night on the top of this mountown is considered from the point of
tain, and it was generally copied by
view of the trades which are carried on
There was
the press of the country.
in it. According to these statistics in
no foundation for it, and it created a
most tailors, up;rcat deal of indignation here. When Paris there reside the
holsterers, bonnet makers, barbers, adinrailroad
opened
was
first
the
the
vocates and men of letters, men or
fluence of the press was demonstrated
women. In London we find the most cab
by the number of inquiries that were
and carriage proprietors, engineers,
conof
the weather observers
made
booksellers and though m:x;t
printers,
cerning this unfortunate woman, and
;.
the signal service officers, who have people would scarcely credit it cool:
find the most are
we
In
Amsterdam
very little to occupy them, displayed
ISrusscls i
their humor and spent their spare time dealers and money-lenderin fixing up this grave and painting celebrated as the place where the largest number of boys smoke; it is in
the inscription on the headstone.
Naples that we find the moat strce'.
It is a fact, however, that there porters;
we see the largest number of
are lots of rats on the top of Pike's
in lierlin; Forenee pos--I
Peak, and where they come from and
ilowcr-scllerand Lis-- 1
how they live nobody can explain. sesses the most
bon
is
containing
celebrated
the
as
The man in charge of the restaurant
told me they had to set traps every most bailiffs.
night, and generally caught two or
An Alleged Si Inicio.
three, but this did not seem to diminish
At Radicena, in Calabria, a statue of
the number. Pown on the mountain the virgin which had stood quietly for
woodchucks, squirrels, chipmunks and one hundred yenrs in the village church,
other bur rcwirg game can be found suddenly began to move its eyes on the
but the rats that haunt the signal sta- 0th of September last. The miracle
tion are a inybtery.
was seen by all the inhabitants, who
look the statue out that night and carDUELING IN THE ARMY.
ried it about in procession, when i.
Meetings on tho Held of Honor of Which i.trange halo in tho shape of tho ero:;
the Public Never Hears.
was seen around the moon. From Uk:
Good United States people roll their day the Church of the Madonna cf t!.t
eyes in holy horror when they read Mountain has been crowded dny i.n
about the free and easy manner in night, pilgrimages tj her are being ir
which dueling is practiced abroad, ganized. gifts are pouring in, and i.l
says the Washington Star. Just now ready fifty thousand francs in ino::e;
they are in a tremor of indignation have been recrived. Thu syndic of tin
over the recent ukase of the emperor town asserts that the miracle real I;,
of Russia, which was addressed to happened, and ader e '.ation has starte...
his arin and navy ofiiucrs, and in- for Home to lay tho facts before the
formed tliem that they must recog- pope.
nize the necessity of fighting duels
Odd Numrs for Ilirds.
under certain circumstances. If these
There ure some od'l names for gam?
pious people were aware of how much
birds far down the Chesapeake. A
real dueling occurs in the regular army
small shy snipe that flies with a twitwhich protects the dignity of the
tering noise is called the horscfoot
American ilag they would begin to snipe, because of its
fondness for the
hold mass meetings.
horse-foo- t
or horse-sho- e
crab.
It is
While our uriny is not as large as called also
tho turnstone, from its
those of other countries, its young ofhabit of overturning pebbles in search
ficers are as quick and ready to resent
of food. The
snipe bears that
an insult in the manner recognized by name because telltale
it always sounds a note
the code as any continental wearer of of
alarm at the sight of a gunner.
epaulettes in existence. And they do Chesapeake gunners
believe that a sing
it, too. Affairs like the
gle telltale can clear a whole region of
tragedy are, of course, uncom- game birds. The widgeon is locally
mon, but any man well informed in the
called the bald pate, and the willet is
personnel of the army and the life at so called because of its cry:
the various posts knows that there are
many occasions when differences arise
Service
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THE RULING PASSION.
She Was Doicrmlno.l to Inspect the Togs
of tJio Other Woman.

The ruling passion gets away with
woman every time, says the Uoston
ilobc. At a theater the other night a
lady appeared suddenly at the box office and asked the manager for an admission ticket.
"Don't you wish a seat?" the ticket
seller asked. "We have a few good
seats in the balcony."
' I haven't time to f;it down," said the
lady. "My husband is waiting for me
outside, and besides I have seen the
play already,"
The ticket seller didn't know what to
say to this.
"I only wanted to go in for a few minutes," the fair visitor continued. "I
saw a lady pass in a moment ago, and
she was so elegantly dressed that I
want a good look at her and see exactly
what she has on. That's all."
The manager, to whom this explanad
tion was made, escorted tho
woman into the auditorium.and
she went around to a side aisle and
made a thorough observation of what
the
dame "had on."
"Oh, it was perfectly lovely!" she explained as she joined her husband at
the door.
dress-fascinate-

A

Great 1'l.ico for Hunters.

Judging from late statistics, India
ntill remains a magnificent country for
d
sportsmen. In 1392 21,988 human
C1.0G3 head of cattle were
killed by snakes and wild beasts, tho
chief human mortality 19,025 having
been due to snake bite. Tigers claimed
017 human victims, leopards 200, wolves
1".., bcr.ro I I."), and. elephants 72. On
tho other hand, whereas only 4,498 cattle were killed by snake bite, no fewer
than 20,909 were devoured by tigers,
30,013 by leopards, and 0.758 by wolves.
be-an-

About tho Dollar Mark.

There are several theories to account for the origin of our dollar mark (o). First Some say it
is a combination
or monogram
composed of the btters U cand S,
tho initials of tho United States. Second It may have been derived from
i I. !'.,'' the mark of the Roman money
unit. Third It is probably a combination of P. and ü., from Pecoduro, a
i.'pani .h term signifying "hard dollar."
A fourth íeason assigned is that it is a
"piece of eight," and designated by the
symbol 8.
Kcllnrtcd Light.
Some months ago an English manu-

facturer made a number of experiments
t; determine the best method of illuminating his cloth mills. Gas jets,
incandescent lamps and arc lights
were ull ried and found wanting, as
they either failed to give light enough,
(Tave too much light, or cast heavy
shadows. The walls of a room were
pain'ed white, and under each of a
number cf r.re lights was suspended a
reflector, which threw all the light up
to the white ceiling, from which it
was reflected to the room below. This
system was successful from the outset
and has attracted considerable atten-V- ,
n

:.nrr l'.rY.
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THE EAGLE:
CHANGED HIS ELECTRIC PIANO.
A Saloonkeeper Finds Thut Wagner Is
Mot Suited for a lSurroom.
A certain saloon, wishing to please
its patrons without the expense of hird
ing a
pianist, bought an
electric piano, says the Indianapolis
Sentinel. These pianos are very funny
to watch, for they start up a tunc and
go straight ahead and play t to the
bitter end without anyone near them.
To a person who does not understand
the motive power, the thing appears
uncanny; and the boys prepared to
have lots of fun. The saloon was full
of patrons when somebody slyly turned
on the current and the piano started.
Out came the solemn, majestic strains
of "Tannhauser." A man who was
drinking at the bar set down his glass
and shivered. Three men playing
carda began to get nervous and, finally,
with a cuss word or two, gave up the
game. Still the piano thundered put
the heavy chords of "Tannhauser," and
the audience, not being familiar with
Wagner, got bluer and bluer.
The owner saw that the piano had
made a mistake and hastened to assure
his patrons that he had other pieces
and would put a new one in. This he
did, and the men brightened up a little
while waiting to hear the new piece,
Many expressions of disgust at hearing
a funeral dirge on such an occasion
were hurled at the owner. Everyone
had about resumed Ins original atti
tude when the piano was given another
trial. This time it was 'Lohengrin," j
and while the piece was a little bright
er, it was not festive. One man declared it had been played at his grandfather's funeral or sister's wedding, he
forgot which. This piece was taken
out and a third tried, but it was an arrangement of the national nymns with
variations, and was just as solemn.
The piano was closed for the night and
in the morning the proprietor rwihcd
to find some more suitable pieces. Now
the piano plays ''The ltogio Man."
"With Danny by My Side" and the
"Washington Post March," and the
crowd is delighted, liut the piano
came near wrecking the saloon the
first night. If it had been Meyerbeer
instead of Wagner perhaps the name
would have carried the music through.
long-haire-

A

WELL

AG

A

DAROMETER.

on a Cuttaruuut County Farm, anil
Infallibly 1 oretells Weather.
There is a curious well on the Flint
farm, in the town of Great Valloy, Cattaraugus county, N. Y. It is a natural

It Is

barometer. Nobody ever passes that
farm, winter or summer, if the weather
is Battled, without asking something
like this:
"Does the well threaten a change?"
For everyone knows that if there is
bad weather coming the well will let
them know it, sure as sure can be, says
the New York Sun.
They call the well up there the
"whi-tlin- g
well," although it doesn't
whistle now. lint that isn't any fault
of the well. This well was dug about
lifty years ago by the father of Col.
Flint, who nów occupies the farm. lie
fret, but found
put it down forty-liv- e
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no water, and dug no further. Instead ATCHISON, TOPEKA
RAILROAD TIME
of water, a strong current of air came

from tho well at times. The opening
was covered with a big flat stone, and
for amusement a hole was drilled in
the ctonc and a big tin whistle fitted
into it. This whittle had two tones-o- ne
when the air rushed up from the
well, and a different one when the
counter current sucked the air back
intri tho mysterious depths.
It wasn't
long before tho discovery was made
hours after tho
that within forty-eigoutrunning1
current from the well
started the whistle to shrieking a
storm invariably followed. When the
tone of the whistle was changed by
the reversing of the current, it was
discovered that the change, meant a
chr.nge and the coming of fair weather.
Thee weather signals' never failed.
When the weather was settled the
whistle was silent. The whistle got
out of order some years ago, and, for
some reason, was never repaired, but
the coming and going currents of air
still prophesy the coming of their
"spells of weather" with unvarying infallibility.
Our Early ClpluuiaU.

Congress had some difficulty in regulating the expenses of its foreign ministers so as to give them an opportunity to appear with dignity in foreign
courts and at tho came time conform
to the economical ideas that prevailed
in the matter cf public expenditure.
At tho time Franklin was writinghoinc
that he could not make a respectable
appearance at the court of France, the
president of congress was receiving
letters alleging a wasteful expenditure
cf money by Franklin and his nephew,
Jonathan Williams. Some of these
strictures may have been warranted.
Adams was found including a
charge for the education of his son in
tin account of his expenses abroad. The
item was disallowed on the ground
that the investigating committee did
not 11 ml "any book or proceeding of
congress, nor are they informed of any
general or received custom, on which
the charge of moneys for the education
of the aecomptant's son can be ad'
mitted, and, though the same is m
considerable, they are of the opinion
that a precedent be not established."
for-Joh-

Why Hulls Iluto a lied ling.
In the first place, says an English
writer, red i: a color to which cattle
are unaccustomed, c.o that they may
naturally be supposed to be startled by
its very novelty. Scientists show the
sensation of red to be the complement
cf I hat of green, being induced by ex
of tho retina.
actly opposite aiiecti
If the eyes of cattle are constructed on
a similar principle to our own the con
tinual contemplation of green, as in
trees and herbage, must produce a state
of retinal fatigue, predisposing to vio
lent excitement of the retina lmmcdt
ately a red substance is presented to
view.
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The albatross has been known to follow a ship for two months without ever
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FEDERAL.

Delegate to Congress
Anthony Joseph,
W. T. Thornton,
Governor
Secretary
Lorlon Miller.
Th nuns Smith,
Chief Justice
1
N. l). collier,
A. A. Freeman,
N. It. Laughlln,
Associates
A. 1). Fall.
L. W. Lenoir. Cerk Third Judicial District
( liarles 1 . husley,
surveyor General
Cli irles M. Shannon,
U. S. Collector
U.S. District Attorney
J. M. Hcmmlngwuy,
IT. S. Marshal
Edward L. Hall,
11. W. Loomls.
Demitv U.S. Marshal
U. S. Coal Mine Inspector
J. V. Fleming.
l. ll walker, Santa re Hegister Land utneo
l'edro Delgado, Santa Fo Kec'v'r Land Otllco
John D. Krvan. Las Cruces Keg'r Land Olllce
J. 1. Ascarate, Las (Truces, Kec'v'r L'dOmVo
Reg r Land Orneo
Richard Voung, Roswell
W. ü. Cosgrove. Roswell, Kec'v'r Land office
W. W. Boyle, Clayton,
Keg'r Lund Oltlco
11. C. l'lckels, Clayton,
Kec'v'r Land Office
TEitlUTOHIAI..

E. L. Kartlett,
Solicitor General
District attorney
J. H. Crist, Santa Fe.
S. H. Neweomh, Las Cruces,
W. II. Whlteman, Alb'que.
L. (I. Hell. Silver City,
"
"
M. W. Mills. Springer.
"
"
C. ('. Fort. Las Vegas.
Geo. It. linker, Roswell,
Llorarían
r. l'Ino.

II.

S.

Clerk Supreme Court

Clancy,

E. II. Iterjanunn, Superintendent Penitentiary
Geo. V. hhaebel,
Adjutant General
R. J. l'alen.
Treasurer

Auditor

Demetrio l'erez.
Amado Chavez,
M. S. Hart.

Supt. of Schools
Coal Oil Inspector

COURT OK PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS.

Joseph R. Reed, of Iowa. Chief Justice.
Associate Justices Wilbur F. Stone, of Colorado; Thomas C. Fuller of North Carolina;
William M. Murray, of Tennessee; Henry C.
Sluss. of Kansas.
Matliey G. Keynol,
of Missouri. United
Stales. Attorney.

I'rol'iite Judge
Treasurer
I'robnte Clerk
Sheriff
Assessor
Surveyor
Commissioner
Commissioner
Commissioner
School SiiiKTlntendent

M. W. Porterfleld,
W. Fleming,
E. M. Young,
A. II. Laird.
G. W. Miles.
R. L. I'owel,
S. S. lirannln,

J.

Itaylor Shannon,
Thomas Foster
K. II. Thlelmann.

CITY

J.
J.

W.
W.

Mayor
Lreiisurer
Clerk
Attorney
Marshal

Fleming,
Carter.

Wm. F.

Loren,

Frank Wright,
Cantley,

C. L.

IIOAIID OF EDUCATION.
G. N. Wood,

R. L.

I'owel.

Wm. Rrahm.

COl'NCll.JIEN.
M. K. White,

A

FE

TABLE.
In Effect August B. 1894.

Martin Malier

Jus. Glllett.

Geo. D. Jones.

HUE DEPARTMENT.
Chief
L. A. Skolly
.
Assistant Chief
St. George Robinson
Foreman. It. B. Hoso Co.
C. C. Whltehlll
Foreman, J. W. V. Hose Co
Steve Uhle
W. F. I.oivnz Foreman. Hook mid LiulderCo.
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HOT, GLASSMi, IPS
Lamp Shades, Chimneys, Burners,
Wicks, Etc.
What could
more useful or ornamental for a Christmas gift than a fine Banquet Lamp, Piano Lamp,
.. :i
Parlor Lamp, a fine Set of Dishes, a fancy Rocker, Couch, Picture, Book Case, fancy
Desk or hundreds of other useful articles I carry?
1

Call and see them, before purchasing your Christmas Presents.

O. C. HlNMAN.

We are going to see Porterfield's

Annual Exposition
CHRISTMAS GIFTS
All are Invited
ior inspection H'c Admiss'n Free.
-- OF-

TVT

Dolls,

Doll Beds,

J

oy Pianos, íolins and Drums,
Toy (uns and Toy Pistols.
Toy Dishes and Stoves,
Toy Trains and Engines,

Doll Head's,
Doll Cradles,
Doll Buggies,
Toy Wagons & Horses,
Dolls, Dolls, Dolls,
loy Watches,
Bisque Dolls, Wax Dolls,
Toy Banks,
China Dolls, Rubber Dolls.
Toys.

Books,
Shaving Sets and Traveling Cases
Slorv Books.
Handkerchief and Glove Sots!
Picture Books,
Photograph Albums
Children's Books,
Autograph Albums
Fine Art Books,
Cups and Saucers,
Beautifully Bound Books,
Smokers' Sets
Bibles and Testaments,
Toilet Sets
Poems and Standard Authors.
Vases.
-

